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conclusion of the trial of Wiggins.
Should Wiggins be convicted the two
likely will be sentenced at the same
time. It is thought to be likely that
sentence will be imposed before the
close of the term, when the majority
of those convicted will be metted out
their punishment. Wiggins' trial like
ly will continue for several days.
Some surprise was occasioned by
Wiggins' persistency in sticking to
AND SELF- - his plea of not guilty. It was thought SANGUINARY
TRIAL OF
BE
ENGAGEMENT
he would reconsider his action of yes
CONFESSED KIDNAPER TAKEN
TWEEN FEDERAL GARRISON
terday and change his plea today. A
UP TODAY
AND BAND OF REBELS
large number of spectators were in
the court room this afternoon to wit
COURT OVERRULES DEMURRER ness the proceedings.
FIFTY MILES FROM CAPITAL
The grand jury is stlU at work.
ATTORNEYS SOUGHT TO QUASH Three true bills were returned this PEACE COMMISSION LEAVES FOR
morning but as none of the persons in
CHARGING
INDICTMENT,
SCENE, CARRYING NEWS OF
dicted were under arrest tney were
BURGLARY
ARMISTICE
no made public. One no true bill has
been returned by the grand jury since
WILL ROGERS TO TESTIFY it bean its deliberations.
CUERNAVACA ALSO IN DANGER

WIGGINS BEGINS

BATTLE RAGING

HIS FIGHT FOR

AT CUAUTLA,

LIBERTY

MORELOS

The
by the Chinese were looted.
butchery has resulted In a general
exodus of Chinese, who control the
truck gardens and merchandise of the
west coast. Imures is a station on
the Mexican line of the Southern Pa
cific railroad, 42 miles south of N
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MADERO HAS NO

that Francisco L .Madero, Jr. is to
the capital, was received with

come to

UNITED STATES

great interest. Foreign Minister De La
Barra appeared' surprised, but said
he would facilitate Senor Madero'g ar
rival by further agreements that might
be necessary pending the visit.
The coming of Madero Is accepted
here as meaning that the new armisDRY ORATORICAL CONTEST
tice will be continued as a permanent
Greenville, Texas, May.19. In view
peace basis, the terms of which
of the popular interest in the present SCOUTS REPORT FROM MEXICO will be announced by the government SWEEPING CHARGES OF GIGANTIC
officials in this city.
pro
campaign in favor of state-wid- e
CITY THAT ATTEMPT MAY BE
CONSPIRACY MADE IN SUIT
hibition In the State of Texas the an
The condition of President Diaz
MADE ON HIS LIFE
FILED TODAY
nual contest under the auspices
continued today satisfactory to his
the Intercollegiate Prohibition Ora
physicians, who said that it was like
torical Association, held here today PREPARES TO VISIT. CAPITAL ly that the executive would leave his MANY MADE DEFENDANTS
attracted more than ordinary atten
room during the day. He is said to
tion and hundreds of visitors inter
LEAVE be in good spirits.
HE
ANNOUNCES
WILL
TEN TRADE ORGANIZATIONS AND
ested in the nine states which wer
The government officials Q.jcredit
JUAREZ EITHER TOMORROW
MORE THAN 150 INDIVIDUALS
the report of a plot to attempt the
represented in the contest by theij
OR SUNDAY FOR SOUTH
ARE INVOLVED
winning orators were Baylor Univer
life of Madero on his arrival In this
sity, University of Minnesota, Univer
city. They say the rebel leader will
sity of South Dakota, Des Moinea HEARS FROM DIAZ DIRECT be treated with every courtesy. The
SENSATIONAULLEGATIONS
College and Kansas Wesleyan.
general opinion is that if any attempt
should
be
made
against Madero's life
HE IS SAID TO HAVE ASSERTED MINERS HAVE NARROW ESCAPE
WELCH CHOSEN REFEREE
RECEIPT OF PERSONAL MESSAGE or liberty the first move would be a GOVERNMENT BELIEVES
REPORTED GENERAL FIGUEROA
BUILD
19.
A
El
Tex.,
AGAINST
May
Paso,
special
DESIRE TO APPEAR
San
May 19. Jar
Francisco,
a
BY THE REBEL LEADER FROM
for
REVOLUTIONsignal
the
LEADING
and
general
IS
ERS
AT
AND
uprising
CONSUMERS
3,000
from Carrlzozo, N; M., reports that a
Welch was. chosen today to referee
ACCOMPLICE
immediate march of General Figueroa
PRESIDENT DISPELS DOUBT
ISTS AGAINST CITY
MERCY OF TRUST
number of miners employed In the
the Wolgast-Burn- a
fight here on May
and his revolutionary army against
coal mines in the Jlcarilla
Summit
In
be
27.
The lightweight champion,
the capital. The rumor attributed
Firmly determined to combat the district were overwhelmed by gas
New
Juarez, Mex., May 19. "I am going
Cuernavaca, Mex., May 19. A san ginning sparring work today, h r
York,, May 19. Sweeping
the alleged plot to opposition in the
in
in
the
him
filed
Cua-utlagainst
charges
while at work late yesterday, but guinary battle is be'ng fought at
in
of a gigantic conspiracy to
confidence
to
I
have
Mexico
was
broken
charges
last
City.
hand
fa'l,
that
his
to
Madero's
army
proposal of General maintain
dlctment unSer which he was arraign were rescued in time to prevent any
twenty miles southeast of here, and will do no boxing for several the federal government. Rumors that Gonzales
high prices, to blacklist
y Sales, for minister of war, concerns not
ed yesterday afternoon, Joseph Wig- fatalitites, although several of the between the federal garrison under days. Burns Is training faithfully. He some one may do me
regarded as "proper" to
harm
in
the
personal
provisional cabinet.
the trade and to violate generally the
accomDlice of Will Rogers in men were near death when the rescue Colonel Munguia and a force of rebels tips the scales at a fraction less than
are to me of no consequence." In
was effected.
Sherman anti-trulaw, are made in
commanded by Colonel Zapata. Fugi 136 pounds.
the kidnaping of little Waldo Rogers
this manner Francisco I. Madero, Jr.,
a government suit filed, by Attorney
thai
state
here
tives
today
arriving
today reaffirmed his plea of not guil
General Wlckersham in the United
dismissed the report from Mexico FIENDISH CRIME
the streets of Cuautla are strewn with
ty. His,trial was begun this afternoon
States court here today against the
dead and wounded.
were
rumors
City this morning that
MUCH INTEREST IN
AGED FINANCIER
"Lumber Trust,"
A commission left here last night,
shortly after 2 o'clock. The task of
would
in circulation that an attempt
Ten trade organizations and more
for Cuautla, carrying the news of the
BY
YOUNG
BOYS
empaneling the jury did not consume
arrived
he
than 150 individuals are named as
PRINCETON REGATTA be made on his life when
armistice which; it is hoped, will put
the time that it was anticipated it
at the capital.
COMMITS
SUICIDE
defendants in this suit, which may
an
to
the
end
fighting.
4
o'clo.u
before
and
to
would
shortly
The federal government wants
be
the first of several planned by the
General Figueroa Is leading 3,000
TWO
YOUTHS
AT
TOMORROW TO make peace with me," continued Mathe jury panel was completed and the
of justice against combi
department
rebel troops from Iguala presumably LAKE CARNEGIE
TO
TEMPT
BURN
ALIVE
dero. "If by any unfortunate occurOF enroute for this
twelve men who will decide the fate COLONEL HENRY O. SEIXAS
BE SCENE OF TRIANGULAR
nations of retailers in staple comcity. Cuarnavaca is
CAPTIVE
rence, my life should be taken, anNEW YORK, KILLS HIMSELF
modities and the necessaries ot lfe
ROWING EVENT
of Wiggins were duly sworn and took
the capital of the state of Morelos and
archy would follow in Mexico. I can
to
Mexico
of
miles
ia
south
prevent the ultimate consumer from
IN
first
The
PARK
box.
CENTRAL
the
only
forty
in
their places
jury
not for a moment take such a report
Lockport, N. Y., May 19. A sensa buying anywhere except from local
City.
19.
Lovers
N.
May
witness for the territory was Mounted
J.,
Princeton,
seriously."
tion has been caused here by the ar retailers.
Cuautla, is a town of about 8;000.
New York, May 19. Colonel Henry
of aquatic sports are displaying keen
Policeman A. A. Sena.
Unless the unforeseen happens,
The government suit is replete with
rest of two seventeen-year-olO. Seixas, a widely known financier
school
in
the
regatta
interest
intercollegiate
therefore, Madero accompanied by his
This morning John D. W. Veeder
sensational
allegations and It is asShot
Leader
Mob
Rebel
on
in
Lake
to
a
and
director in many prominent
be rowed here
Carnegie personal staff, may leave for the capi boys on a charge preferred 'by Avery
builders and consumers
serted
that
and Fred L. Burgan filed a demurrer dustrial corporations, committed sui
Mexico, City, May 19. Advices from tomorrow. The race will oe a trian
tomorrow or the day after. Murphy, 14 years old, who claims of lumber the country over are at the
to the Indictment, which charges cide'. Jn ' Central Park this afternoon Pacbuca today state that Delgado Me- - gular affalr. wlth the varsity crews tal either
It developed today that, for the first that they tied him to a tree and at mercy of the retailers organizations
breaking into the home of A. T. Rog- by shooting himself. Seixas was drano, leader of the moh that pillaged of Yale, Corn!i . and. Princeton as time since - the revolution started,
In different sections of the b United
the town, was shot in the plaza at the contestants. It will be the first President Diaz had held direct com tempted to Ifurn him alive in Indian States.
ers, Jr., with the Intention ot threat about 70 years of age.
fashion.
which
testified
event
colonel's
in
the
that
execution
the
The
6
last
Murphy
o'clock
Whitehouse,
Mr&.
rowing
George
intercollegiate
night.
murder
and
assaulting
munication with the revolutionary
ening
The suit filed today is against the
broker, .said that In the eqllapse of was ordered by Colonel Hernandea, Princeton has taken part since 18S4, leader. Diaz last night wired his per accusea Doys wayjaia mm and pro
Rogers with a pistol. Wiggins tt is the Columbus and
Eastern
States' Retail Lumber Deal
some
was
and
Yale
and
the
of
also the first meeting
Hocking pool
the revolutionary commander,
sonal assurances to Madero of his in- ceeded to overpower him and bind ers' association, which is the parent
admit
understood is
willing to
time ago, the colonel had been badly witnessed by members of the Mexlcaa Cornell crews in many years.
The tention to retire. "The others
points his hands and feet. He was tied to body of nine local organizations
g
his participation in the kidnaping. He hit and since that time had been ner- White CroBs and many prominent citi- course over which the race will be
can be settled by you and Judge Car- CoDistrict
of
five
tree
and
the
then
his
states,
r
to
captors
whooped
pleading guilty vous and morose. He was a bachelor zens, who approved the summary pun- rowed Is only one and
objects, however,
bajal," the message said.
around him lite Indians. Finally, he lumbia and the cities of Baltimore
miles, which is regarded as an ad
ishment.
to burglary. Messrs. Veeder and Bur- and lived alone.
The message made a deep- impres
and Philadelphia,
vantage to the Princeton oarsmen, as sion about revolutionary headquarters. says, they gathered papers and twigs
This la the government's first anti
gan announced they did not care to
distance
for
trained
this
have
they
VETERANS IN PARADE
Fired Upon by Mistake
He trust suit conforming to the United
Whatever skepticism has existed as and started a fire at his feet.
argue on the demurrer. At the opening
only, while Yale and Cornell have had to the real Intentions of Diaz, disap became
Little Rock, Ark., May 19 While
May 19. The adNaco, Sonora,
hysterical and screamed, but States Supreme Court's Standard OK
of court this afternoon the court an bands played war tunes the soldiers
to train for the four mile races which
when the nature of his direct succeeded in
rebel
Lomelis'
Colonel
of
vance
peared
guard
stamping out the fire decision, in that it alleges undue and
de
nounced he would overrule the
'
marched force,
of the south
they will row later on at New communication became known.
yesterday
marching west from Agua London
and
himself
after the older unreasonable restraint of the trade of
releasing
for
reasons
and Ponghkeepsie.
murrer, stating technical
through the streets of this city in Prieta, was mistaken for a force of
It was decided at 1 o'clock this af boys had left.
the consumer and the manufacturer.
annual parade.
so doing. Mr. Veeder asked that an their twenty-firs- t
ternoon that Madero would not enter
It Is the evident purpose of the plea
federal troops early- - today and fired
Mexico City until Minister De La Bar- to confine the charge largely to that
exception be recorded. Mr. Veeder
upon by the insurrecto garrison at
WILL
rera
became provisional president. Sesmall stress being placed on
be
civilian
Naeo. Five rebels and one
then moved that the territory
TO DEBATE STATEHOOD feature,
a
beof trade among the conMadero
will
restraint
within
leave
nor
the
here
LA
.wounded
CLASHES
and
FOLLETTE
were
shot
the
seriously
quired to state upon which of
two for Monterey, or some
misthemselves.
or
its
discovered
fore
the
spirators
FIGHT
day
INSEPTEMBER
garrison
it
specific charges in the indictment
TILL NEXT TUESDAY Attorney General Wlckersham and
believed that some of the
point in the state of Coahulla, there
This
would make its prosecution.
WITH LUMBER DEALER take. It iswho
to
at
await
the
to
the
were
capital
developments
Special Assistant Attorney General
brought
wounded,
nlsn was overruled and Mr. Veeder
Assurances were received by the inMcKeercher have devoted more than
side for treatment, will die JIMMY BRITT AND BATTLING NELAmerican
then
Veeder
Mr.
took an exception.
SO MANY WISH TO TALK ON SUB. a year to the gathering of evidence
A
surrectos
BEFORE
MEET
this
afternoon
that
TO
SON
they
announced that Wiggins was ready to RECIPROCITY HEARING MARKED
on which today's suit Is based. This
could name six members of the new
JECT, HOUSE EXTENDS TIME
NEW YORK CLUB
Bandits Massacre Chinese,
BITTER
enter a formal plea of not guilty and
BY EXCEEDINGLY
tc
De La Barra
Minister
evidence includes copies of the allegcabinet.
DISCUSSION
FOR
begin the trial.
PERSONAL COLLOQUY
Imures, Sonora, May 19. Bandits
of foreign relaname
a
ed
agreements, black lists and reports
exwere
19.
New York, May
being
While the jurymen
Jimmy Britt,
raided the Chinese quarter here last
of the various organizations, branding
tions and a minister of war.
19.
desire
The
the
of
once
May
Washington,
amined Wiggins sat in a chair just inchampion
lightweight
Chinese and
Washington, May 19. Following night, murdering eight
of so many members to speak on the wholesalers and retailers, who have
side the railing. He nervously clasped
three others so badly wound- world, is going to try for the title
leaving
Senator
Madero
Mexico
Awaits
"I
statehood resolution, admitting Ari- dared to violate the rules of the assoof
City
he
first
"But
all,"
said,
and unclasped his hands, but showed a heated colloquy between
ed that they were believed to be again.
ex
news
19.
Mexico
The
or
of
forzona and New Mexico, caused demo- ciation as "Poachers," "Mavericks,
City, May
LaFollette and Leonard Bronson,
no strong traces of emotion
deadi The gardens and stores owned want a return match with another
Dealcratic leaders to change their plans "Scalpers," and "Illegitimate
mer champion, Bat Nelson."
citement. He scrutinized each juror the National Lumber Manufacturers'
whom
must
shrift"
be
to
"short
ers,"
the
in
seat
for ending the debate and rushing the
Britt stepped ashore today with a
carefully as he took his
association, at today's Canadian reciapplied.
his
AFT
OPPOSED
TO
of
discusand
the
to
bill
the
the
calling
commission
from Hugh Mcintosh,
passage today
box, following
IN
The government charges In its
procity hearing, a declaration by Bron- SNOW STORM
sion will continue until next Tuesday,
name.
Australian promoter, to offer Jack
brief
that by an elaborate system of
of
had
next
One of the principal witnesses son that the conservation policy of
leaders
the
Floor
a
for
SepJohnson $25,000
majority
fight
ANY AMENDMENTS
not only Individual conYELLOWSTONE PARK tember, with the winner of the
hoped to pass the bill before today's blacklisting,
against Wiggins will be Will Rogers. Roosevelt and Pinchot worked for the
some of the largest inbut
assursumers,
to
have
was
said
not
deemed
man
is
it
but
bout.
The young
adjournment,
benefit of the lumber trust and forced
dustrial
to
corporations, have been preed the officers of his willingness
PRESIDENT DEMANDS PASSAGE wise to cut off debate as long as so
up the price of lumber, was stricken COLD SNAP IN NORTHWEST
'from
vented
dealing directly with
witness
on
the
whole
on
side
each
had pre
story
tell the
many members
Nelson Accepts Challenge
OF RECIPROCITY BILL AS IT
from the record. Bronson had also
wholesalers.
By alleged unlawful
STRIKING CONTRAST WITH
wished
which
stand. Mrs. A. T. Rogers, Jr., Cap- declared that the withdrawal by the
arguments
19.
they
pared
St. Joseph, Mo., xMay
Battling
WAS INTRODUCED
and
acts, it is charged
IN
EAST
agreements
WAVE
HOT
to deliver.
tain Fred Fornof f, Timtohy O'Leary, government of large tracts of timber
Nelson, who is visiting here, today
for the trade of
all
that
competition
at
was
an
agreement
the Santa Fe detective, Apolonio A lands was the chief cause of high
of
Accordingly
wired Harry Pollock, matchmaker
the manu
19.
President
the
the
builder,
contractor,
May
Washington,
and
was
to
force
tained by Representative Flood
Sena of the mounted police
Washington May 19. Snow
the Twentieth Century Athletic Club
prices of lumber.
lumber products
finished
of
facturer
to
amendments
is
next
called
Tues
will
Taft
until
debate
be
Yellowstone
continue
opposed
in
the
any
others
arthis
several
likely
morning
of New York, authorizing him to
Mr. LaFollette demanded to know falling
and the individual consumer has been
upon to take, the stand. The testi what authority Bronson had for these Park and it was freezing in Wyoming range a match for Nelson with Jimmy to the Canadian reciprocity agree- day, when the resolution will be callthrown entirely into the hands of
is
West
it
Middle
Will
for
ed
of
expected,
the
while
passage.
up
Rogers,
mony
Britt for September.
ment, no matter who is their sponassertions. This, Bronson refused to and Nevada,
retailers in the association and
the
The senate was not in session to
will brine forth every detail of the
were sweltering
sor. The president looks with disfavexplain and after a series of questions and Eastern stales
The '
constituent
its
organization
can
quesbe
of
which
the
he
weather
in the hottest
year.
day.
kidnaping upon
of
on
amendments
or
the
accusations
both
the
LaFollette
proposed
by
."It was a usurpation of power on government bill further alleges that
WIN A
tioned under the indictment on which and the ensuing colloquy were exA general break in. the hot wve RAILROADS
Senators Root and Lodge, two of his
the wholesaler sellthe
tried.
part of the Supreme Court of the in some localities
WlgginB is being
from the record on motion of was predated by weather experts
personal friends and advisors. Mr.
punged
consumer
has either been
a
to
the word "rea- ing
Rogers Is confined on the second the senator.
hjUis,
within the next- forty-eigTaft believes the agreement should fo United States to put
from the or
or
VICTORY
PARTIAL
fined
expelled'
anti-truheavily
is
after
law
he
into
sonable"
where
the
floor of the county jail,
bringing relief to the large cits
through congress as it was introducganization.
to
so
amend
refused
had
visited frequently by members of the
congress
ed. He will make his fight along that
where the heat has caused many
It is believed that should the courts
WILSON WOULD ACCEPT
declared Representative
Rogers family. His meetings with his
DECIDES THEY CAN line no matter what republican lead- the law,"
COMMISSION
prostrations.
Booher of Missouri, In discussing the uphold the government's contention
Portland, Ore., May J 9. Governor
father and brothers are touching In
ers attempt to do.
Considerable cooler weather preHIGHER FARES FOR
EXACT
New
of
Wilson
New Mexico and Arizona statehood that it is a violation of the Sherman
Jersey, yes- vails generally over the eastern slope
the extreme, all being in tears fre- Woodrow,.
anti-trulaw to prevent the ultimate
BUSINESS
INTERSTATE
in
confer
afternoon
resolution. He said he did not want
the
a
maintained
spent
superb terday
quently. Having
of the Rocky Mountains and the
consumer
from buying direct from the
INSANE
PROVES
CONFESSOR
the
democratic
to criticize the court, but he' agreed
nerve until his return to Las Vegas, ence with memhers of
region, caused by a disturbance
other suits will be started
19. James
producer,
Elliot,
19.
a
May
had
from
The
Pittsburg,
committee
Harlan
and
national
he
with
Justice
Oregon,
to
succumbParailways
have
May
Washington,
Will RogerB appears
moving eastward from the North
combinations
of retailers alconan
made
last
asagainst
who
alleged
night
ed to his emotions and is giving them Washington and Idaho. In answer to cific coast.
operating in Central Passenger
right to express his individual opiiIn control of the marketto
be
ofleged
in
e
that
which
fession
he
wheth-as
favor
charged
would
Ohio.
to
blank
sociation
he
whether
Asked
tears.
ion.
in
floods
the
of
question
full vent
territory, including
point
are ficers of the "National Erectors' as- the recall of the three democratic ing of many of the commodities of
he is a candidate for the presidenIllinois, Indiana and Michigan,
According to the law the penalty for
BOARD
REPORT
TARIFF
on
an
the
issued
order
nomination
democratic
are
tial
today sociation and detectives employed by judges who Joined in the opinion U life.
crimes such as
permitted by
charged against
commis19.
it were inmplicated in the wrecking the power to recall applied to the sucommerce
President
"I
.
interstate
is
he
shall
the
and
May
ticket,
replied:
certainly
Washington,
by
imprisonment
Rogers
Wiggins
Lumber Officials Astonished
of buildings throughout the country preme court, Mr. Booher said he
exact
to
tariff
fare
no
the
not
but
man
to
seek nomination,
is Taft, has been assured hy
sion,
higher passenger
in the penitentiary for from three
H.
too big to refuse it." Last night Gov- board that it will be able to report in for interstate than for intrastate bus- constructed by
labor, this would not, as he trusted to the wis
Philadelphia, May
twelve years.
or afternoon was found to be mentally dom of these men to correct
McBride, president of the Lumber
It is the general impression at the ernor Wilson was the guest of honor full on its investigation of the cotton iness where state legislatures
court house that sentence will not be and principal speaker at a banquet and wool schedules of the tariff law state commissions have established a deranged and was sent to the Alle- take as soon as they had the oppor
a mile rate.
(Continued ontPage Five)
gheny county home.
by December 1.
tunity. . v ...
passed upon Rogers until after the at the Portland Commercial club.
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fundamentally

institution
MINORITY REPORT! can
government.

FAVORS OUR
ADMISSION
SIX REPUBLICAN MEMBERS
OF
TERRITORIES
COMMITTEE
ASK STATEHOOD
19. The
re
May
Washington,
of the minority members of the
committee on territories of the house,
composed of Representatives William
H. Draper, Frank E. Guernsey, J. N.
Langham and Frank B. Willis, and
Delegates William H. Andrews and
Ralph H. Cameron, all republicans,
urges the admission of New Mexico
as a state immediately, without any
change in its constitution. The views
of 'the minority are voiced in the fol
lowing report submitted to the house:
"The undersigned favor the imme
diate admission of New Mexico as a
state in the Union.
"All that remains
to secure this
result Is for congress to approve the
constitution adopted by the people of
New Mexico.
"In the laBt congress of the committee on territories unanimously reported and the house of representatives unanimously passed a resolution
approving the constitution formed bj
the constitutional convention of the
territory of New Mexico and ratified
at an election held in that territory.
A similar resolution was introduced
by the present chairman of the committee on territories In the present
house as House Joint resolution 14.
"We favor the passage of this re
solution, so far as it relates to New
Mexico, in the language and form as
Introduced In this congress by ihe
chairman and as passed by the house
In lie last congress.
"There is no good reason why
congress should not approve the constitution of New Mexico in accordance with the provisions of the enabling act. The resolution as reported by the majority of the committee
proposes to require the people of New
Mexico to vote upon an amendment 10
their constitution amending article 19
of the New Mexico
constitution
which relates to future amendments
of that constitution. In our opinion
there is no occasion for congress to
undertake to influence the action o(
the people of New Mexico in regard
to the provision in the New Mexico
constitution concerning amendments
to that constitution. The provisions
in the New Mexico constitution relating to constitutional' amendments
are no more strict than those in the
constitutions of many of the states or
of the United
in the constitution
i
States.
"We do not believe it to be a the
duty of congress to pass upon the particular provisions in the constitution
of a proposed state which i3 in form
the constitution of a republican government, except It be some provision

port

destructive of republiand representative

"We object to the requirement that
Mexico shall be compelled to
vote again upon a provision in her
constitution merely regulating the method of amending the constitution.
"We further object to the delay in
the admission of New Mexico as a
state which will be caused by requiring a new election to be held as proposed by the majority. New Mexico
has compiled in every respect with the
provisions of the enabling act and
has presented for approval a constitution to which congress ought not
to take any exception, and, in our
opinion, the territory of New Mexico
Is now entitled to immediate admission as a state.
"As to Arizona, we agree with the
majority of the committee on territories that there should be submitted
to the qualified voters of Arizona the
question whether the provision in
their proposed constitution providing
for a recall of publlo officers shall
apply to Judicial officers, the said
question to be submitted at an election to .be held In that territory before the territory Is admitted as a
state.
"We believe that the provision in
the Arizona constitution as adopted
in that territory, which would authorize 25 per cent of the voters in any
judicial district to require an election to be held to see whether some
judge who may have rendered an unpopular decision shall be retained in
office or ousted from his office, is fundamentally destructive of republican
form of government
"We believe that such a provision
in constitution or law would lead to
constant assaults upon the Judiciary;
would tend to take away from the
judges the spirit of independent desire to do right, would constantly
hold before the Judges the fear of
hysterical excitement, would de
of the theory upon which our
national and state governments have
been organized, and might lead to
grave disaster if not chaos.
"The enabling act authorized the
approval or disapproval of the constitutions adopted by the people of the
territories of New Mexico and Arizona. We favor the" approval of the
constitution adopted by the people of
tbe territory of New Mexico and wc
favor the disapproval of the constitu
tion adopted by the people of the ter
ritory of Arizona unless and until it
shall be so amended that the provision for recall of public officers shall
not apply to the judiciary.
"We therefore favor, as to Arizona,
the passage of a resolution providing that there shall be submitted ,to
the qualified voters of Arizona, at an
election to be duly called, the question whether the provision in the
constitution relating to recill cf
public officers shall be construed not
to apply to Judicial onicers, and that'
the admission of Arizona as a state
in the union under its constitution
shall be dependent upon the ratification of the proposition or amendment
providing that the recall of public officers, as now proposed in the Ari
zona constitution heretofore adopted,
shall not be construed to apply to
judicial officers.
"We believe that this question can
be submitted to the voters of Arizon
at the same time with the election
of state and other officers, at an election to be called In conformity with
the provisions in the enabling act, n
oider to save the delay and expense
of two elections in Arizona, the election of officers being of course entirely ineffective unless the amend
ment to the constitution be ratified
at such election; and we favor a re
solution admitting Arizona Into the
imoin as a state if the amendment so
proposed to the constitution be rati
fied at the election to be called."

AFTER SUPPER SALE

New

MRS. A. MATOUS.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (Special). "I
was troubled with indigestion for
many years and dreaded eating, because I would get such an intense
pain in my stomach. I tried many
different doctors, but could only get
relief for a while. My brother read
of what Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
had done, so I' tried it. It was just
what I needed. 1 have been taking it
for about a year and now I can eat
everything and am never bothered
We use it richt
with indiuestion.
along in our house as the family
medicine. 1 recommend uutty s rure
Malt Whiskev to every suffering per
2025
Matous,
son." Mrs. Anton
Galena St.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is a
medicine for all mankind. It corrects
the defective digestion of the food,
increases the appetite, strengthens
the heart, gives force to the circulation, cures all throat troubles and
insomnia, and brings restfulness to
It
the brain and nervous forces.
has to its credit fifty years of well
doing. This is truly a recommendation in itself. It will help you will
keep you strong and vigorous.
The
Write Medical Department.
Duffv Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester,
N. Y., stating your case fully. Our
' doctors will send
you advice and illustrated medical booklet free. Sold
IN SEALED BOTTLES ONLY by
druggists, grocers and dealers, or
direct, ?1.0U per large Dottle.
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GREEN

OUR
GREEN

ATUftDAY FWFPllPlll!!

7:30 TO

TAG

TAG

the past week our GREEN TAG SALE has been in progress and most of you have visited our store. Those
were more than repaid for their trip, for never before were such money-savin- g
prices quoted on new and
desirable merchandise.
Saturday evening we will have our usual After Supper Sale, from 7 130 to 9 :3a We hope to see you all here, for the
SPECIALS at this sale will be very unusual.
When everything is on sale at
OFF, any SPECIAL must be exceptionally strong'to be in harmony with
the general sale.
You'll find the following SPECIALS strictly in harmony with our Green Tag Sale, and any one ofthem easily worth a
trip to our store. No limits on any of these :

DURING

SALE
CONTINUES

ONE-THIR-

SATURDAY

SALE
CLOSES

D

WEDNESDAY,

and first half of

Cash Only

NEXT WEEK

No Telephone Orders Accepted

5oc Ribbons 17c

$2.50 Dresses 98c

One lot of all silk Ribbons, including all colors and fancies,
Nos. 60, 100 and 120, measuring 14 inches to 6 inchest, worth up
to 50c per yard, special per yard
17c

Everything
In

Dry

Goods,

ready-to-we- ar

(jar-men-

A

to

lot of children's wash Dresses Just received, sizes

A good

Seersucker

petticoat, made along the best
bias
style lines, deep
flounce, worth 60c each, for our After
29c
Supper Sale, each

Suits

Don't fail ito get
what you wish in
Dry Goods and

years

years, made from good Ginghams and Penangs, neatly trimmed with contrasting colors, Piping and Braids', worth $1.50 to
12.50 each, choice
gsc

Men's 35c Ties

Gingham

One-Thir- d

4

14

6oc Wash Petticoats 29c

ts

and Men's
and Boys'
and Pants

One lot of Men's

ready-to-we-

I2c

One-Thir- d

Off

Ties, all silk, full length, all
new patterns and colors, worth 35c each, special, each
12i2c
four-in-han- d

desirable

All new,

merchandise

of

the highest grade
BUY WHAT YOU

EXCEPT

WANT

in
Quantity at

Sunburst Silk, Cadet Hose, Toilet
Articles, Butterick

II

and

Threads.

Labor Notes

'

ESTABLISHED

dry work on a scale large enough, it
is hoped, to materially affect the patronage of the big plants.
A bill providing that no woman
shall be permitted to work more than
nine hours in any day or more than
fifty hours in any week in Missouri
will take effect June 20, and most of
the factories, stores and laundries
will have to revise their schedules before that time.
The Women's Trade Union League
of Greater New York was incorporated recently with the approval of Supreme Court Justice Greenbaum. TI12
corporation now has power to hold
property and proposes to advocate or
oppose legislation affecting women
wage earners, as the case may be.
The forthcoming annual report of
the Cooks' International union for 1910
will show a remarkable Increase in
membership in the last year. It is es- pected to reach 45,000 by the time the
convention meets, next month, which
means an increase of more than
twelve thousand In two years.
Under the prison labor contract
system the' state penitentiary of Marya brand of
land, it is said, make
working shirt that usually retails at
50 cents. The contract price paid for
the labor of prisoners in making this
class of goods range from 40 to 65 a
dozen for the finished product,
or
less than 5 cents each. '

22-2-

m

1862

Many

children unconsciously

con-

tract the habit of assum'ng a crouching attitude when sitting in a chair

WITH

Ml

One-Thir- d

Off

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

Flanders "20"
FORE-DOO-

MIIS

MODEL

R

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Las
New Mexico.
Vegas,

t

IS

Crystal Ice

CLEAN,

AND

PJURE

Made

HAS

LASTING

QUALITIES

from distilled water

Cet Us Show Vou
PHONE

'

MI dkll

Any

YOUR DUTY TO YOUR CHILDREN

Omaha' unionists may launch a co
end this eventually produces the condition commonly known as stooped or
operative store.
Interof
the
round shoulders. This has a tendenconvention
The annual
association!
Rniiormnkfirs'
notirvnoi
cy to flatten the chest and prevent
uauuuui
the proper development of the lungs,
will meet in Omaha May
and is harmful to the whole system
In nine months the to tal amount of
in that the blood in passing through
contributions from all sources to the
the) lungs is not properly purified,
Los Angeles strikers was $324,238.65,
$316,032.85.
and,
consequently cannot
disbursements
and the
the
workbodily waste.
ordinary
the
i3
garment
said that
It
Rexall Shoulder Braces will correct
ers' strike fund will exceed $2,000,000
hunany such tendency and, as it may be
by. next July. More than one
worn without discomfort or incondred and fifty thousand persons be
venience, ; is especially valuable for
long to the union.
act
correcting these conditions in chilScotland has a superannuation
dren. This brace is constructed enschool
its
for
Which provides pensions
to
tirely, of cloth, is light and washable.
teachers. The maximum benefit is
for
Except as an improper position is as
annual
salary
be half the average
sumed, the wearer is not conscious
the last five years.
of
its presence.
The total cost to the International
Shoulder Braces are en
Rexall
Association of Machinists of financing
dorsed
medical authorities and we
by
last
which
Pacific
strike,
Missouri
the
most
recommend them to
heartily
ed from June 1, 1910, to February 28,
have
We
them in all sizes, suit
stateyou.
a
to
complete
1911, according
able for the child of four years or the
ment just issued, was $16,662.94.
adult weighing 300 pounds. Can be
Representatives of fifty Jewish or- obtained
only at our store The Rex
to
banded
have
Boston
eaniaztions in
all Store. Price $1.00. E. G.
establlshfor
raise
to
$100,000
gether
MILITARY CONVICT ESCAPES
bakeries. This is a
Ine
19
civilian
an eight-hou- r
A
in
aid
Wyo.,
to
securing
Cheyenne,
May
step
posse led by Chief of Police Schoole day for members of the Hebrew Ba
START FOR VICKSBURG
and several detachments of troops kers' union.
Milwaukee, Wis., May 19! Gover
from Fort D. A. Russell, are today
one
In the Virginia penitentiary
nor McGovern, 'accompanied by sevscouring the Crow creek country in firm is said to have a contract for the
eral state officials and a number of
INTERCOLLEGIATE
CONTESTS
search of Private John Lepp of the manufacture of shoes, and over two
prominent civil war veterans of Wis
Oklahoma City, Okla., May 19.
Eleventh infantry, a military prisoner million
pairs are produced yearly for The most brilliant
left in a special train today
who escaped late yesterday.
exponents of the consin,
Lepp this
firm, the company paying to the brawn and brain of the
for Vicksburg, where they are to take
of
house
felled Private Burgess, a guard
colleges
state for the labor of the convicts 60 Oklahoma were
in the cereminles incident to the
gathered here today part
patrol, with an iron bar, appropriated cents a day.
of the monument and
unveiling
to
in
contest
the
take
for records
his rifle and ammunition and escaped.
part
in the Vicksburg Namarkers
food and rent combined and honors at the
of
cost
placed
The
annual intercolIn the chase Burgess and Private
United
tional
in
the
Military park in memory of the
u 52 Der cent greater
legiate track and field meet and the
Coyle were seriously wounded and to
but
soldiers who fell in the
Wisconsin
and
Wales,
in
than
England
annual oratorical contest of the Into have little States
day are reported
on
The unveiling is
of
Vicksburg.
relative
charges
siege
heavier
these
Oratorical Aasociat on
tercollegiate
chance to recover. Military searchers
next
ac
Monday.
been
take
have
place
tp
income
of the state of Oklahoma.
Teams
have orders to take no chances with working clas9
which
the fugitive, but to shoot him on companied with weekly wages
representing the colleges of Alva and
are as 230 to 100.
Stillwater, Southwestern Normal, Cen
Now is the time to get rid of your
sight.
Entering Into direct competition tral Normal, Kingfisher Normal and rheumatism. You will find Chambereffective.
with laundry proprietors, the striking Epworth University took part In the lain's Linlmf it wonderfully
DRUMMERS MEET IN OAKLAND
will convince you of
One
application
Lake City athletic contests at the state fair
Oakland, Calif., May 19. Oakland laundry workers of Salt
its merit. Try it For sale by all
.
extended a hearty welcome to the del will organize clubs and do hand laun grounds.
druggists.
egates and visitors "who arrived here
today from all parts of the State to
attend the annual convention of the
California grand council of the United
Commercial Travelers. A three days
programme that provides, for a number of entertainment features in con
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
junction with the usual business ses
the
sions has been prepared for
Voley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse substitutes,
FOR SALE BY O. Q. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
gaheHng.

ii

gar-

ar

ments while you
can do so at

Off

Patterns

24

MAY

mm

227

GROSS, KELLY Q CO.
(tncoporatod)

WHOLESALE GROCERS
and Doalerm In

WOOL. HIDES
BAIN WAGONS

RACINE

and PELTS
VFHin

Mill
in Connection

FS- - ..Planing

"

SEVEN HOUSES

East Las Vegas, N.M.,Albuqueraue

NT

Trinidad, Colorado

M
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.
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LAS VEtiAS DAILV OPTIC,'

ALDRICI1

SERVES IIIGG1NS ELECTEDlPUPILS OF MISSlWIIAT AN' ARMY

WnHOUTSAURY

DEPARTMENT

OR EXPENSES

COMMANDER

HE

AND OTHER MEMBERS
MONETARY
COMMISSION
WORKING GRATIS

0

A RECITAL

Washington, May 19. The reply
which the treasury department will
make to the house resolution, Inquirex
ing how much money has
pended by the National Monetary
Commission and for what purposes
will disclose that
AMnch,
the chairman of the commission, him
never received any salary as a member of the commission, and has not
drawn any money for traveling expenses since the commission made It
trip to Europe.
When, at the close of the last congress, the vacancies on tho commission were filled with "lame duck,"
that is, members of the house and
senate who had failed of
there followed, naturally, just and
.severe criticism both In congress and
out of it. It may be said that the
members of the commission who are
interested in the work they are doing, and concerned to get a fair and
unprejudiced hearing for the report
that wilt be submitted to congress
next December, resented the appointment of the 'lame ducks" as much as

N.( M.,

Albuquerque,

The

May 19.

annual encmupment of the New Mexico division of the Grand Army of the
ltopulilif, honored A. 1). lllaalnit, of
i;nst I.H Vegas, by electing him department commander for the ensuing
year, nt the election of oMcera held
a', the morning session yealerdny.
Other officers elected were hs folJ. 0. Caldwell of Albuquor-que- ,
lows:
department vine commander; 8.
Junior
Crucoa,
W. Kherfey, or lwts
vice commander; Hev, Thomns
Allii'inriue, rhaplnln; Smith
of
Taos, medlenl diSlinpmm,
rector; William lterner, of Helen,
editor of the Helen Tritium, whs
named os delegnto to Ilie national en- camnmcnt. which will meet In llo-chester, N. V., during the week of
August 21.
Tho afternoon aeaaton was taken up
with tho Installation of Hie newly-electeofficers, and nn Informal die
(Mission of tho place of meeting of Ilie
Is probable
next, encampment. It
that the latter question will be left to
the department commander and the
council of administration for determination.
This year's encampment of the New
Mexico division of the (Irand Army
of the Itepulillo Is proving to be one
of tho most notable ever held by thnt
organization, and to tho delegates anl
tho visitors who are present at their
meetings, tho program Is furnishing
the greatest field for patriotic Inspiration.
Especially inspiring was the scene
at the rampfire held at the Armory
Wednesday night under the auspices
of Kit Carson camp, Sons of Veterans.
The hall wrh appropriately decorated
for tho occasion with tTnlted States
flags, and the addresses and songs,
all of which struck the keynote of
patriotism undented, left a deep im
pression on the minds of all present.
The address of welcome was made
by John W. Wilson, commander of
Kit Carson camp. The speaker referred In eloquent terms to the principles
for which'the men in blue had fought
during the dark days of the alxtlo.
and tho heroism with whliK thwr Mil
llnr-woo-

d

anybody else. They felt, however,
that they were in no position to make
open complaint because of their pre
vious relations as members of con
gresi with th newly appointed mem
ber of the commission.
Senator Aldrich la not the only
member of the commission who has
declined to accftt any salary for his
aervic.es since leaving congress. Sec
retary Knox who was named on the
commission white serving as a sen.
tor from Pennsylvania, has never
Hale,
accepted any pay,
who retired on March 4 laat from
congress, has taken one month's salary since that, time, but has told his
a.nociates that the money was
for inadvertently. In a way
of speaking, and that he would decline further salary as a member of
eemmiaalon.
Flint of California,
5.!3or Tarfaferrn of Florida, and
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Hose Condnn, luella Condon,
Myera, Katherlne Wflrd, Edith

Kbrgy, l)ella Iueero, Margaret Cousins, Katherlne Johnson, Ida Harper,
Ethel Harper and Master Marshall

Johnson.
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BERNALILLO

L. ZIMMERMAN

JOHN
LY

Albuquerque, N, MJ, May
U Zimmerman, who holds the con
tract for the survey of Bernalillo
county was In the city yesterday
from his camp at Pajarlto and reported gratifying progress on the work,
Mr. Zimmerman stated thai according
to tho best of his information, there
of the
remained only about
county yet to lie surveyed,
"t haw Bint with only the bent of
UtuMiwnt," he aid, "and t expect to
done on time. There la HU mursb
wr
ut U rt- SfN titfitit
(UnffM
tontfef itt hUit i f
tint iittii h
one-fourt- h

tirn'

tiiHiirti

my'

Vh

the'

HM1

.

nf

'Mr MMiit

twenty dollars inontlilyl cash and
found, If he is able and keeps busy.
If tie enl'sts as a musician, lie gels
twenty-ondollars monthly to start
off with, the highest "rookie's" pay;
In the signal corps, (he hospital corps
s
and .the engineers' corps,
privates get eighteen dollars monthly(
and second-clasprivates get fifteen
dollar Upon enlistment every man
Is allowed $83.70 for his uniforms, etc.,
and, nfterwArds, $13.54 twice annual
f
the men save
ly. At least
money on their clothing and allowance, which Is more than
ample.
f'rlvates' pay Increases three dollars
a month for each three-yeaenlistment. An e.xiiert rifleman, who nevet
gets to tie a petty officer, therefore.
can run his pay up, with good conduct
and Intelligence, to $35 a month, and
all his necessaries "found," In five
enlistments, covering fifteen years.
are
officers
taken from the ranks on recormnenda
Hon of their company or troop com
wanders, and are Often given their
posts upon their first enlistments,
These men are really well pnld. A
.is nllotted to each
sergeant-majo- r
regiment. He receives $15 monthly,
when he Is appointed, and $1 additional per month each time he
commissary-se- r
regimental
geants, regimental
quartermaster's
sergeants, and the three battalion
sergeants In each regiment get the
same high pay. Bach company has a
at $45, with an increase
of $4 upon
a second- sergeant at $36, with $4 increase for
a corporal M 1t,
each
with $1 for each re rnlintinciit, TM
f
tianbar far th
(rovernment
soldiers, too, it iher detr to fesre
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Urozfed bf tho Insurgent army:
fel Paso; Tex.; May 13, 1911.
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decent to print goes Into

EVURYTMINO

NOTICE FOR BIOS
Office of the AdjTitant 6eneral,
Santa Pe, N. at; aray 6, 1911.
will be received at this
Troposals
WHITNEY MAY
COLONEL
D, C.
office until 1:03 o'clock p. m., atay
JOIN INSURRECTOS UNDER
23rd, 13lt, and then opened, for furGENERAL 0R02C0
nishing alt material and labor and ln-- i
ailing on Territorial target range
Silver City, NT. M., May 13. Col. near Lfl9 Vegas i 15,000 gallon steel
V. C. Whitney of this city has re- tantc, motor, pnmp, motor and pump
ceived the following telegram from honse irid water distributing pipe. The
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TWM full Associated Press report

DEPUTIES

OF

deputies, and under which the flection of I resident lflas successor will
he htlil. The measure, so fai as is
'.onslsteiil, follows the French law Wider whli-the national executive is
elected fur seven years by an absolute
ntfijuiilv of totes, by the senato and
rlnimber jf ilepntles united !.i n
assembly or congress.
national
Heretofore the Mp!can
government has conducted the elections through the local mayors, who
presided at the polls. The mayors
passed on the eligibility of voters and
counted the ballots. Their powers,
linked with their obligations to the
national administration, caused the
government to be accused of fraud.
Under the proposed law the mayors
must keep their hands off. Candidates
will conduct their Own campaigns and
their representatives will control the
registration lists and count the ballots. The whole design of the bill Is
to place the franchise completely In
the hsnds of the voters.
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Territory reserves the right to reject
,
any or all bids or any part thereof.
To Col. tybltnev ,
Information furnished npon applicaBllvef City( N; id.
tion.
1 having heard
Of your military
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career and your executive ability a
Adjutant General.
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On (list enPsliiieiit the soldier for
Old Oloiy, nowadays, gets fifteen
dollars a month, fur better pay, for
Instance, thmi the avefage clerk, for
hoard, lodging and clothing are
If he
by the government.
qualifies hb itiarksmnn he adds two
dollars to tils pay; If As a sharpshooter, he gels three dollars In addition,
if n an expert rifleman, a full third
more.
Thus, he may, at once, get

ft

.,'lf

FOR MEXICO

HumniHilFeil, this Is what a man
Mexico City, May 19. The Mexican
who thinks of marching for his Uncle
government has drafted a new election
Haniuel as an etillsteu man has to
law for submission to the chamber of
consider:

(t'Ct

flinisMs

11.

tultii

HIIIMIII

A lurge number of the friends and
patrons of the Normal University lnt
night attended (he recital given by
the pupils of Mlsa Mnrguerlte ('lux
ton, hem! of the department of In
Rtruinental music.
The performers
showed the effect of careful training
Many of them demonst rated that they
are the possessors of real talent. The
more advanced pupils played with a
Mulsh and assurance.
Home of the
numbers on (he prog in m were participated In by young pupils who have
not yet completed the first year of
their training, but they acquitted
themselves In a creditable manner,
The program consisted of piano
duels and trios nnd violin se
lections. The program wns lengthy,
being made up of eighteen numbers,
but the pupils' plnying wbs so well
done that the audience did not beeome
resUess,
Those who participated )n the recital were Misses Maureen Harper,
txirna Johnson, Emily Dais, Lorrlne
1owry, Velma l,ewls, liOla Hlxeu-bnng-

tuey

some
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LAW DRAFTED

YOUNG MAN
DESPITE REPORTS TO CONTRARY
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LAS VEGAS G. A. R. VETERAN IS STUDENTS OF NORMAL UNIVERHONORED BY NEW MEXICO
SITY MUSIC DEPARTMENT
COMRADES AT REUNION
SHOW TO ADVANTAGE
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

4
and serve to console the youngsters
who have been deprived' Df their
ESTABLISHED 1879
privilege. This fact
has been duly recognized and a movement is now under way to arrange a
PUBLISHED BY
J
program and provide the faculties
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
for celebrating on an extensive scale.
- I boob poratid)
To this movement every; patriotic
M. M. PADGETT
EDITOR citizen should give all necessary aid
and encouragement There is no good
reason why it should not be made a
lip
splendid success. In the absence of
some such ' celebration the enforceTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ment of the antlfl reworks ordinance
DAILY BY "CARRIER
would, prove its own. death warrant
Per Copy
05
The public demand is for a ''sane
One Week
15
One Monti
65 Fourth," not for a dead Fourth,
"
-- o
One Year
$7.50

J&l)c

gaily JDptic

DAILY

noise-makin-

BY MAIL

One Year

SPOTLESS TOWN CItUSADES
$6.00
3.0D

Six Months

Entered at the Postoffice at East
New Mexico, for transmission through the United States Mails
Hi second class matter.

La. Vegas,

FRIDAY,
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g

MAY 19, 1911.

"SANE FOUKT11, NOT ADEA.O
ON IS
In the general acceptance of the
term, Las Vegas is to have a "sane
Fourth." That is, of course, if the police department enforces the ordinance prohibiting the sale or use of
fireworks of all kinds except under
official
supervision. The
ordinance is a splendid measure and answers all the demands of
the public insofar as any ordinance
can do so. If the police do their duty
there will be no big crackers exploding for the small boy's diversion on
the great national holiday.
The machinery of the law has now
been set in motion to stop the historic
noisy manner of celebrating the
We may expect
glorious Fourth.
that Las Vegas will be a quiet and
orderly city on Independence day.
But there la another side to this
proposition. We have, presumably,
taken the firecracker
and the toy
pistol away from the boys. So far,
But what have we provided
good.
in their place
As yet, not a thing.
It is all very well for the grown-up- s
to congratulate themselves that they
have at last achieved a "sane"
Fourth, but no Fourth could possibly
sane without some opportunity
for. patriotic
expression. The national birthday calls for some sort of
celebration appropriate to the glories
of that occasion. Las
Vegas ahould
begin now to provide something that
will take the place of the firecrackers

The latest crusade is that against
the trash pile, the filthy alley and the
hidden places where waste is thrown.
Although it did not start in , New
Mexico, it is good enough to be
adopted here.
are for
Spotless town crusades
everybody. Men, women and children
may take part in. them and work on
their own premises and in their own
alleys. The Boy Scouts are taking a
hand in it. In- many instances the
mother directs the work and nearly
all mothers know something about it.
These campaigns may well enlist
the enthusiasm of civic societies and
city governments. In many places a
day is set apart for the municipal
Ihousecleaning and it is done all at
once. The trash is raked up and
burned. The waste paper ds gathered
and fires are built In Las Vegas a
tremendous fire could be built of the
waste paper that has lodged on vacant
lots, In the streets and alleys and
elsewhere.
Some of the rules for cleaning up
are to remove the rubbish from the
back yard, clean out the cellars, stables and sheds, whitewash th cellar
walls, burn the rubbish, clean The
alleys, refrain from throwing paper
into the streets, plant some grass and
flower seeds, and make the home as
beautiful as possible.
There ought to be sucb a cleaning
up In Las Vegas, to get rid of the
wa3te paper if for no other purpose.
Hundreds of people would gladly
take part in such work. There are
alleys that should be cleaned and
dumping places that breed flies and
disease could in that way be abolished. In some of the cities that were
believed to be clean, the dumping
ground after such a crusade contained
many carloads of trash. No doubt it
would be the same here.

mi
All Muslin Underwear
Corset Covers, Gowns, Petticoats, Combination Suits and
Drawers.

OFF

ONE-HAL- F

One Lot of Children's

Oxfords

savins

Off
All Women's Suits
and 'Dresses

'I'm a poor conversationalist at
these high-brodinner parties, I'm
always afraid of mispronouncing some
word."
Q
. "Take a mouthful of
spinach before
attempting a ward J.hii you are un'
certain about"

H

STOCMS

MISSING

TODAY

$6.00
Bulk, of sales $6.006.05; heavy
ana
6.05; heavy $6.006.05; packers

$6.006.07; lights

AND

PRICES

RECEDED

New York, May 19. Trade in stock 4.60.
wag on a smaller scale this morning

double-header.-

and the buoyant tone of the previous
three days was missing. The market
de
showed the effect of a lessened
mand and Borne of the important
stocks went below yesterday's clos
ing. Bonds were firm. United States
of a point, Union Pacific
Steel lost
Southern Pacific one
and
, Atchison

Our cook got very drunk.
How is it that I know?
Why, she unpacked her trunk
And swore she'd riever go.

each at the start Amalgamated Cop
and oth
per was marked up to 67
when
the buy
ers advanced also, but
the
ceased
temporarily,
of
copper
ing
rest of the list fell back sharply. The
upward movement was resumed later
by Reading, which crossed 160 for the
Union
first time in" many weeks.
Pacific, United States Steel and the
copper stocks were bought heavily at
advancing prices. The series of up
and down movements puzzled the
professionals, the market holding
hardly long enough in one direction to
assure profitable trading.
During
the latter half of the day the peculation was dull and narrow and the
market closed heavy, the last sales
being as follows:
66
Amalgamated Copper
120
American Beet Sugar
112
Atchison
128
Great Northern, pfd
108
New York Central
128
Northern Pacific
159
Reading
118
Southern Paciflo
183
Union Pacific
80
.
United States Steel
120
United States Steel, pfd

"How can I take paint out of
pants?"
"It can hardly be done. Better dye
the pants to match."
"But I don't care for a pair of green
pants."
"England owns the Kohinoor, the
finest diamond in the world."
"Owns the finest diamond in the
world, eh? That seems a shame when
she doesn't play baseball."
"Some people claim that we take
our pleasures sadly."
team
"We do when the home
loses."
drop of printers' ink
May may a thousand think.
A single drop
May keep your shop
A

From getting on the blink.
A drop, when hardly dry,
Makes may people buy.
It helps your biz
And therefore is
A goodly thing to try.
Mrs. Hombeak (in the midst of her
reading) My goodness! What's this
country coming to? Here is an article
headed: "A bartender to Every Two
School Teachers!"
Farmer Hornbeak By hickory! How
them profsors do drink!" Puck.

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City, May 19. Cattle Receipts 500, no southerns. Market
steers $5.206.20;
strong. Native
southerns steers $4.405.60; southern
sows and heifers $3.004.60; native
cows and heifers $3.006.00; stockers
and feeders $4.755.75; bulls $4.00
western
5.00; calves $4.507.00;

CHICAGO LIVE STOCK
Chicago. May 19. Cattle Receipts

Beeves $5.10
Market strong.
steers
Texas
$4,605.60; west6.45;
stockers and
ern steers $4.805.6Ocows
and heifers
feeders $3.905.75;
$5.007.25.
calves
$2.405.70;
Market a
Hogs Receipts 17,000.
lower. Light $5.806.17;
shade
'
mixed $5.806.12;
heavy $5.60
6.05; rough $5.606.10.
Market
6,000.
Sheep Receipts
strong to 10 cents hlgrer. Native
$4.756.90; western $5.257.10.
1,500.

,

Wool Suits

Newest models and best of materials,
32 to 44 inches. Your choice '

$11.49

The

One-Thir-

ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. Lou's, May 19. Wool

NEW YORK

Entire Stock of Laces and
Embroideries
Our Embroidery is made from the finest
of Swiss Lawn, Batiste and Cambric

2.

E. Las Vegas.

'

i

""v'

Lawn & Gingham Dresses
Good Styles and Full Assortment of Sizes

att-- t

Chicago, May 19. Forecast of somewhat cooler weather, with scattered
showers; general rains in Russia and
predictions of large world shipments,
had a discouraging effect on the bulls
today. The demand in the pit was
unusually slow. Opening figures on
of a cent
wheat were to a shade to
down. Corn sagged with wheat. July
of a cent.
opened a shade lower to
Rather plentiful offerings checked the
talk of drought from having much
bullish influence on oats. July started unchanged to
up at 34 cents.
Provisions displayed more power of
The first
absorption than expected.
sales were 2 higher to 2 off. Favorable crop reports from the northwest led to further weakness in
wheat. The close was steady, however. Assertions that foreigners were
reselling, counted against values. The
was steady, as
close, nevertheless,
follows:

MONEY

.

-- 29

OFF

ONE-THIR- D

All Ladies'

Silk Waists
OFF

ONE-HAL- F

Children's White Canvas Pumps, Oxfords

Wo-

men s Summer Wash

iA frn&w U

Off

One-Thi- rd

All Women's

Skirts

(None Reserved)

1
N

CHI-

CAGO GRAIN MARKET

Off

d

of Quality"
d

COUNTED

THE

Button and Lace High Shoes
All Sizes

Complete stock of

-'

IN

34.

31st
One-Thir-

VALUES

IN HONOR OF L'ENFANT
New oYrk, May 19. Call money
May 19. President
Washington,
mercantile
Prime
pasteady
Taft, Cardinal Gibbons, Ambassador
per
Jusserand of France and Senator
""olev Kidney Pills take hold of your Ellhu Root will be among the promsystem and help you to rid yourself of inent, participants in the- ceremonies
your dragging backache, dull head- at the unveiling of the L'Enfant meache, nervousness, impaired eyesight, morial in Arlington cemetery next
and of all the ills resulting from the
The movement to honor the
impaired action of your kidneys and Monday.
bladder. Remember it is Foley Kid- memory of Major L'Enfant, the young
O. Q. Schae-fe- r French engineer who drew the plans
ney Pills that do this.
and Red Cross Drug Co.
for the city of Washington, was
crystallized two years ago, when Con.- -'
Foley Kidney Pills are a true medi-cin- gress appropriated funds for the disThey are hea'ing, strengthen- interment of L'Enfant's body from its
ing, antiseptic and tonic. They act
quickly. O. G. Schaefer and Red grave In Prince George county, MaryCross Drug Co.
land, and its reburial in the national
cemetery at Arlington. The various
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap patriotic societies of Washington will
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the have charge of the unveiling of the
finest draught beers served over any monument erected over the grave in
bar In the city.
Arlington!.

ICS

Off

AGAINST

Market
.
Wheat, July 88; Sept. 87
unchanged.
Territory and' western Corn, July 52; Septy 53. Oats, July
mediums 1517; fine mediums 13
and Sept. 34. Pork, May $14.00; July
15; fine 1112.
?7.777.80; Sept. $7.75

We give you the privilege of exEach customer will receive the

d

a

METAL

wSB

to May

store

YORK

New York, May 19. Standard copper dull; Spot $11.7011.80;
July
$11.7511.85. Lead, dull, $4.404.50.
'
Bar silver 63.

mm

15th

-

,.;

NEW

BULLS

CONDITIONS

VARIOUS

Market
3,000.
Sheep Receipts
lamb
"
strong. Muttons $3.7a4.75;
and
yearling!
wethers
fed
$'.256.60;
$i.255.25; fed western ewes- $3.75

FECTS OF LESSENED DEMAND,

"Can I get off to go to the ball
game?"
"You cannot," answered the boss.
"Furthermore, you will have to work
tonight "The office is scheduled for
"
a
.
"I proposed last night, and today I
have to see the girl's father."
"A painful ordeal."
"Yes;. I feel morally certain that he
is going to borrow at least fifty dollars."

DISCOURAGED

$6.05

'

:

6.13.

EF

SHOWED

WEATHER REPORTS

6.000. Market wean.

a

butchers
MARKET

$3.00

!

Boys' Fancy Wool
ONE-FOURT-

5.25.
Hnj-nppelnt-

f!;"

$15, $18 & $20 Men's
Kirchsbaum Pure

1

Blue Sergei and Corduroys At
OFF

steers $4.755.75; western cows

'

11

ay

Off
Pants

BOUYANT 'TONE IN

w

changing any article bought.
same courteous, individual attention during this event as we
always give to our patrons. All goods marked in plain figures.

The quality of these goods speaks
for itself

One-Hal- f

Tnn a V'fr riflMMflRCIAL AND FINANCIAL ; NEWS

absorb'lets

No Goods held in reserve.

Sizes, 2 to 5, 5 to 8, 8 to n, ii
to 2, 2t to 5
One-Thi- rd

form of, vandalism that is
popular with many unthink-In- g
"people, ii this city is their indefensible practice 'of cut jSng corners
across the parkings at the intersections' or the streets. ? It is almost
unnecessary to point out how this
destroys the beauty of the parkings
at these particular points. The parkings are soon cut through with well
worn paths that are unsightly. And
this ruins the looks of the entire bit
of parking so damaged.
Only one excuse, tnat is no valid
excuse at all, can be put forward for
this practice. It saves a few steps
in the pedistrian's journey to and from
his home. But the few steps so saved
are inconsequential. The saving of
steps In this fashion only amount to
something when a corner of large
proportions can be cut, and no auch
opportunities are presented in a city.
It is quite likely that many people
who pake it a practice to cut across
the parklngB, never give the matter
a second's
thought, or never even
actually do so with the view of saving a Btep or two. They do it as a
mere matter of course and never stop
to think of the consequences. Not
only, however, do they impair the
looks of the parkings, but they are
also guilty of destroying their neighbeen
which has
bor's property
brought into existence toy him at
considerable expense and as a result
of much painstaking care.
Perhaps if everyone would, look at
the matter in this light they would
be a little more careful in wearing
cowpaths across the corner of the
Some owners of corner
jKctrklngs.
parkings, in order to protect their
property and preserve its beauty,
have to go to the additional expense
of fencing it in. But no matter how
prettily designed these fences may be,
they don't add anything to the attractiveness of the parkings. Rather do
they deface the whole symetry of a
block of parking.
If the folk who have got in the
habit of cutting these corners would
Just give the matter a little thought
they would probably
change their
ways in this respect and that would
be of advantage to the owners of corner parkings and every one else in
town. Las Vegas' parkings are one
of the city's most attractive assets.
It Is no more than right every one
"ould help to preserve them in their
Urety.
I

If

OFF

ONE-THIR- D

PRESERVE THE PARKINGS

FRIDAY, MAY

One-Ha- lf

Off

Any Tan or Brown
Oxford in the House

"WMMMWMH-
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The Pfescripliorilsi
ru
The man who does the
weighing, the measuring- -,
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything
depends.
Our responsibility is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from
any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fiD your
prescription.

DRUG

A

n valine

:
iur

&

CU

7.r

n"
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and
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visit to friends

arrived last, night for a visit to
rela- -'
.itch :u
vegas.
,
..: rnnfnr.(nM l.i
loaauin is on hi.
annual leave off absence and has
gone
spena ais vacation.
' Fred
Geyer, who had been to Las
Vegas on a brief visit, returned this
nuei-nooto in nome in Springer,
Mrs. Pierce Stewart, wife
of the
oauia ,e conductor, left
yesterday
for Los Angeles, for an
extended
visit to ner parents.
v, .wmg iert today for
nicago.to meet his daughter. Miss
Teresa, who is on her way home from
me city of Mexico,
J. B. Bowler of Chicago, an alder
man 01 that city, is in Las
Vegas on
ousiness vlsiC
Mr. Bowler was
here a short time ago.
TVl
XT
T
T..1 i .
. u.
mm uia nr..
wairous was
among the visitors in Las Vegas to
day. He Is at the home of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. David Flint,
Harry- - Wingo is spending several
nays at El Porvenir. He telephoned
yesterday to friends here that he Is
patching some whopping big trout,
Brakeman T. L. Capt. of the Santa
Fe train service here, expects
leave tomorrow for a visit to Colorado
points. He will be gone several
weeks.

.i

GO.

Phone Alain 3

NEW GRAPE BALL
LATEST SODA DRINK
WHEN YOU GET AN INVITATION
TO TAKE ONE, DON'T TURN
IT DOWN

BOTH HIS FEET

r
HENRY

DENOUNCED BY

ENTERS PLEA

SEWER

ASSEMBLY

OF GUILTY

CUTJFF
RICHARDSON

OF

ROS--

WELL, VICTIM OF SHOCKINQ
ACCIDENT

Roswell, N. M., May 19 Henry
Richardson of Roswell brakeman on
,
the Santa Fe Belen
yesterday
sustained a shocking accident, when
he had both feet cut off at the ankles
by the wheels of a freight train, un
der which it la presumed Richardson
stumbled and fell. For years Richard
son ran out of Roswell as a Weils
Fargo messenger and took a brake-man'- s
live
run out of Clovls only
weeks ago.
cut-off-

Rushed to Hospital

Albuquerque, N. M., May 19. Henry
Richardson, the brakeman Injured at
Buchanan, was brought to Albuquer
que at midnight Inst night and taken
to St. Joseph's hospital, where It 1b
said his chances for recovery are ex
cellent. The
accident occurred at
Buchanan, 93 miles from Clovis, at
8 o'clock yesterday morning. The un
fortunate man was at once taken to
Fort Sumner on a special train, and
there Santa Fe Surgeon Lovelace per
formed an operation and prepared the
patient for the Journey to Albuquer
que. Richardson made his home in
Clovls, and though he had lived there
but a few weeks had made many
friends.

-

i
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BUSINESS

TRANACTED
THOUGH
QUORUM WAS NOT PRESENT
AT MEETING LAST NIGHT

nough mere was not a .quorum
present laBt night at the regular meet
Ing ot the city council a draft of the
contract which likely will be signed
by Thomas McGovern and P. J. Ryan,
the successful bidders for the construction of the sewer system, and
the city officials, was read and con
sidered by sections. The contract was
drawn up yesterday by Herbert W.
Clark, city attorney. Messrs. Ryan and
McGovern have been supplied with a
copy and likely will sign it in the
hnmidlate future in order that work
may begin as soon as possible. The
contract safeguards the city from loss
and provides for payment for the
work tiiKn estimates of the city en
Ulneer, George E. Morrislon. The
final signing of the contract will occur In about ten days at a special
meeting of the council.
1
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Daily
Food

presbyterian divines objected to worldly methods
by Backers of candidates

1
it

Paul

a
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Frank Revell,

San Miguel National Bank
Las Utgas

QmitHmlPmHM

$100,000.00

J. M.

Prttldcat,
Vlc President,
Cwnler,;

CUNNINGHAM.

Murmlum

FRANK SI'RINOER,

O. T. MOSKINS.

60,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits
TT

r
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The Dollar Race
Is not won by him who earns most, but by him who
saves most.- - No matter what he makes the man
who spends aU,wil always be poor.

Save Something
Every pay day, be it ever so little. Deposit it with
this bank so the cash will earn something; for you.
Don't be ashamed of depositing1 small sums.
"Many a mickle makes muckle."

"There's

If

DIS-

ROSENTHAL

.ti'.i

"

Just leceived in all the new 1911
Patterns and Colorings. We hereby quote them at the same prices
as quoted recently by a big Den

INDICTED

FOR VIOLATING
LAW OTHER
TRICT COURT NEWS

Q

THE

-

Grape-Nut-

"HODGES"
Fibre Rujjs and
Mattings

ver house, only ours are Wool and
"Guilty, Your Honor,1' Wat the reFibre, while theirs were Fibre only,
ply of Vincent Trader proprietor of
6 ft.x9 t!. Rugs, at
$ 8.00
the Annex saloon, when he was ar7
6 In xlO ft 6 in. Rug3 at. 9.00
ft
raigned in the district court this morn8 ft 3 Iu.xl0 ft 6 In. Rugs at 9.50
ing to answer to an Indictment charg9x9 Rugs at
9.50
ing him with violation. of the
i
9x12 Rugs at
10.00
lawj. Truder was arrested
FIBRE MATTING, the "Hodges
some time ago following a raid of
his place by the officers. Gambling
Kind," reversible and fast colors,
all the new designs and color?,
paraphernalia was found In the Dlace
36 inch 35c yard.
as well as a young Jap, who asserted
he had been gambling.
$4.35 for those
$7.50 room
size
9x12 ft Japanese
Alejandro Torres, who was arrest
Rugs in
ed by the officers during the same
beautiful floral and Oriental
raid, this morning entered a plea of
designs.
not guilty. A monte
t
ALL THESE PRICES HOLD
wag found
in Torres' place, .which is located on
GOOD FOR WEEK ENDING MAY
the West side. Torres will be tried
20TH.
at this term of the court Both he
Heavy 2 Inch post Brass Bed,
and Truder were indicted by the pres$16.50, value
$11.95
'
ent grand Jury.
$10.65 for 2 Inch Vernla Martin
After allowing his trial to proceed
Steel Bod, ask for No. 1335.
at some length Isidoro Castas, charg
'$6.25 for Child's Vernis Martin
ed with abandoning hiB wife, thU
Iron Crib, size 24x48 inches, with
morning withdrew his plea of not
high sides well built and substanv
guilty and pleaded guilty. The jury
tial.
was then, discharged and the trial
SPECIAL NOTICE
brought to an end.
will
We
glady meet all Catalogue
Esparldon Aragon and Tomas AraHouse Competition, bring in a leafgon, charged with stealing three head
let showing the article wanted and
of cattle belonging to Apolonlo Chavez of Canon Blanco, were arraigned
WE WILL DUPLICATE THEIR
Colo.
PRICE3 on any item in our line,
Both pleaded
yesterday afternoon.
not guilty. Attorney Leo Tipton was
saving ou drayage, letter writing,
DUMB CHILLS AND FEVER
appointed by the court to defend the
delay and money orders. Let us
show you facts and figures, the
Douglasville, Tex. "Five
years men.
same as we have done In dozens
ago, I was caught in the rain at the
of cases.
wrong time," writes Miss Edna Rutherford, of Douglasville, "and from UNIVERSITY GLEE
that time, was taken with dumb
chills and fevers, and suffered more
CLUB COMING SOON
than I can tell. I tried everything
that I thought would help, and had
four different doctors, but got no re- THE SANTA
FE ENTERTAINMENT
lief, so I began to take Cardui. Now
COURSE
PROMISES
BIGGE8T
I feel better than in many months."
ATTRACTION
MAY
26
YET,
Cardui does one thing, and does it
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
well. That's the secret of its 60
All arrangements have been made
years of success. As a tonic, there
Las Vegas, N, H,
is nothing In the drugstore like it. for the appearance here on Friday
26
manof the glee and
As a remedy for women's ilia, it has evening. May
dolin clubs of the University of Cali
no equal. Try It. Price 11.
TEXAS WOMAN NEAR DEATH
fornia of Berkeley. The entertainment
Wills Point, Tex. la a letter from
will be one of the regular attractions
of the Santa Fe entertainment course. Wills point, Mrs. Victoria Btalllngo
PROPOSES COUNCIL
On acoount of the High School com- says: "I was afflicted with woniauly
mencement at the opera house th troubles, had a dreadful cough, an4
awful pains. J certainly
NATIONAL DEFENSE concert will be given in the armory suffered
The members of the company are would have died, if I had not been reall
college boys. .They are lieved by taking Cardui. Now I am
REPRESENTATIVE HOBSON'S BILL excellent musicians atjd undoubtedly stronger, and in better health than
will make a big hit. On account of I ever waa In my life. I can't say
ADVOCATED BY
STRONGLY
the fact there is no means of mark- half enough for this great medicine."
MILITARY LEADERS
ing the seats in the armory, there Do you need relleff Try Cardui for
will be no advance reservations, al- your womanly troubles. Its long rec
Washington, May 19. The proposed though admission tickets wjll be is ord of successful use Is your guaran
council of National Defense, the es- sued to the railroad men who will tee. Thousands of ladles have been
tablishment of which is provided for have preference over the (general helped to health and happiness by
in a bill introduced by Representa public until a certain hour. George Cardui. It will surely help you. Try
tive Hobson of Alabama, was under Fltzsimmons, who handles the attrac- a bottle today.
discussion today before the house tions here, will make further ancommittee on naval affairs.
nouncements concerning the concert
For soreness of the muscles whethMilitary leaders and officials favor in the near future.
er induced by violent exercise or in
the proposition. The council would
jury, Chamberlain's Liniment is ex
consist of the secretary of war, as
M. Howell, a popular druggist of cellent. This liniment is also highly
J.
of
the navy,
esteemed for the relief it affords in
president, the secretary
Ky., says, "We use Chamchairmen' of the senate and house Greensburg,
berlain's Cough Remedy in our own cases of rheumatism. Sold by all drug
committee, on appropriations, foreign household and know it is excellent." gists.
relations, military and naval affairs, For sale by all druggists.
the chief of the general staff of the
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
army, the aide for operations of the
navy and the presidents of the war in the wood. Direct from distillery
CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
and navy colleges. The chief func- to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Estimates Furnished on All Kinds of
tion of the council would be to determine a general policy of national de
Best draught beer in the city, at
Building job Woik a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
fense.
Opposite Optio.
the Lobby, of course.

Atlantic City, N. J., May 19. The
election of Dr. John Carson of the
Central church of Brooklyn as mod
erator of the general assembly of the
Presbyterian church late yesterday
atfernoon, came after a spirited contest and was decided on the second
ballot. Backers of candidates boldly
attacked the methods employed uy
certain sections in grooming their
favorites. First to do so was Dr.
Francis Irwin of Louisville, Ky., who
nominated Dr. Frederick Hinnit of
nanviue, Ky. He declared "a man
who asks how many votes you have
line up for your candidate Insults the
resbyterlan church. This is a fine
frenzy of section differences."
Dr. John R. Davles of Philadelphia.
who nominated Rev. John Dixon of
Trenton, N. J., said:
"We came here without a brass
band campaign because we believe
such work a disgrace to the church of
FOUR ELK FOR
which Christ Is the head."
Dr. Carson was nominated by Rev.
8. Palmer of Columbus, O.. and
GALLINAS CANYON
the name of Rev. Mark A. Matthews
of Seattle, Wash., was presented by
GAME
WARDEN
GABLE WILL Dr. JoReph L. Weaver of Rocky Ford.

,
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CONTRACT FOR

By the way, have you tried a "grape
ball?" It's a new one. To make it,
you take a bottle of grape Juice and
in something else and a few other inMrs. Herbert E. Fell arrived last
something else and a few other in
from her home In Raton and
night
gredients, and shake them up togeth
will spend a short time visiting her
er, and then drink the combination
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles
parents,
ARRIVE
through a straw.
TOMORROW
WITH
The soda fountain clerks are lying Tamme.
ANIMALS FROM COLORADO
awake this summer thinking of new Bias Sanchez, superintendent of the
DR. HESS NEW SECRETARY
to make. So far, they have Mora county schools, returned this
things
At
a meeting of the directors of Four Elk from Routt
"
Colo.,
produced several attractive combina afternoon to his . home in Wasron the Commercial club held last even- will be unloaded here county,
tomorrow by
Mound
after
a
cou
been
here
having
tions. Golden Fizz, for instance.
ing in the club's quarters In the Ma Territorial Fish and Game Warden
Then there is pine apple snow, and pie of days.
sonic temple, , Dr. John D. Hess was Thomas P. Gable. Mn Gable
today
w. D. Shea, traveling freight and
banana pyramid, which Is already
elected secretary to succeed George wired William Harper and J. J. Lau- for
passenger
and
the
Denver
agent
A. Fleming, who
looking for a new name.
recently resigned bach from Raton that he would ar
There are fashions in drinks just as Rio Grande railroad, was in Las Ve after nearly five years of faithful and rive tomorrow afternoon.
According
truly as in hats. This year to be gas today on a soliciting trip. Mr, efficient service. Dr. Hess will assume to the present plan the elk will be
Shea
in
Santa
resides
Fe.
one
must
have sodas. The o'.d
his duties at once. He will be assist- taken to the Hot Springs where they
stylish,
fashioned soda with crushed
fruit Mrs. J. B. Mans, who had been ed by Mr. Fleming in taking hold of will be unloaded. They will then be
flavoring, has again come back into spending several weeks in Las Vegas the work. Dr. Hess has been a mem taken to the Pecos national forest
its own. No more fancy "patent returned yesterday to her home in ber of the Commercial club for some and released. Mr. Gable recently sedrinks," since the dear public has Claflin, Kan. She expects to return time and is in close touch with a cured twelve elk in Colorado, where
found through the medium of the soon accompanied by her husband!
large number of its members. There herds had been starving during the
Mrs. E.. J.. McAlester has left Las were several applications for the Job winter and spring. It is thought they
newspapers, that they were ruining
their precious health by indulging in Vegas, telling her friends she intend and the directors did not make their will thrive in New Mexico. One of
ed going to Chicago. It is to that city choice until after a careful consider- the cow elk became a mother on the
soft drinks with a fizz to them.
"There's not much chance for a it is believed her husband went when ation of each.
trip and the little baby elk is said to
be cunning and the object of much
from town several
disappeared
'fancy mixer,' " a Las Vegas fountain
'
admiration by the people who have
man declares gloomily.
Apparently weeks ago.
seen it. The local amateur photograph
Mrs. Charlotte Michael arrived in GERMANS SCOFF AT
he inclines to the belief that the
ers likely will attempt to get pictures
people who patronize the fountains are the city yesterday on a visit to Mrs.
of the elk when they are unloaded.
too simple In their tastes to appre- J. H. Ward and family and her daughPACT
ARBITRATION
a
who
is
Miss'tJarlin
tossed-uMichael,
ter,
ciate the subtle delight of the
OKLAHOMA EDITORS MEET
mixtures on which the expert in student at the Normal University. The
Okla., May 19. Sev
Chickasha,
Fe.
in
Santa
Michaels live
NO NATION, DECLARES ORGAN OF
his line prides himself.
eral hundred of the editors of Okla
GOVERNMENT, WOULD SACThere are such experts In the city,
Attorney , Charles A. Spiess, who
homa were in attendance at the open
then
court
as
at
here,
as
Taos,
stay
they
but
had been attending
RIFICE ITS HONOR
long
ing session of the twentieth annual
are compelled to "blush unseen." N. M., returned this afternoon. Mr.
meeting of the Oklahoma Press As
which convened here today
Nobody apreciates them. Any one Spiess appeared as counsel in several
19.
American
The
sociation,
Berlin, May
can drop a large ball of Ice cream in- important cases tried at the spring arbitration
eesslon. After the vis
a draft of which for a two-daproposal,
to the bottom of a glass and put in term of the Taos county district court. to serve as a basis of negotiations iting members had been duly wel
a generous amount of fruit juice, and
their
spokes
through
Secretary Knox submitted to the Brit comed
fill the glass to a little more than the
at man, Luther Harrison of Wetumka,
ish and French ambassadors
this an
brim with soda water, which 13 good
Washington, attracts general atten President J. P. Renfrew read
of
genthe
session
the
of
rest
inclinations
The
address.
to
nual
suit
The
Tageenough
in the German press.
f bAStbALL SCOKES; RESULTS r tion
eral public.
blatt is the only paper that greets was devoted to routine business and
YESTERDAY'S
the proposition as a loyal attempt to- several interesting addresses on pro
The session will
ward
complete arbitration. The Chau- feesional subjects
Tickets for the senior class play of
tclose tomorrow with an auto tour
when
refer
usual
is
as
vinist
papers,
'
Life,"
National League j
the High school, "A Strenuous
R.H.E. ring to America, have adopted an un- and a baseball game between Repub
will go on sale next Tuesday morning
Score:
llcans and Democrats of the associa1 8 1 friendly attitude.
Admission
J
IlAotnn
at Murphey's drug store.
tion. Sunday the editors will go by
moun
"the
that
3 10 1
TheTabeglatt says
and fifty St. Louis
thirty-fiv- e
13 twenty-five- ,
and
mouse
a
special train to Lawton, to inspect
forth
has
tain
brought
Mattern and Rairden;
cents. The play will be staged next
Batteries
a
that the proposal will be disappoint the site of the proposed home for
Harmon and Bresnahan.
Thursday evening.
men at Medicine
'
R. i E. ment to peace idealists. No nation, Oklahoma newspaper
Score:
Wichita
Mountains.
in
the
Park,
6 10 1 the paper says, will submit questions
Pittsburg
interest
vital
and
honor
national
1 5 6 of
New York
In which there are rep
Batteries Adams and Gibson; Mat- to a tribunal of a hostile state.
UNITED STATES ASSAILS
resentatives
Myand
Raymond
hewson, Marquard,
The Berlin Post considers the pro
ers.
(Continued From Page One)
R.H.JU. posal, In effect, equivalent to an alli
Score:
J
ance against a third power and fore1
Cincinnati
2 8 1 sees its political identification first in Men's Exchange of this city, and also
Brooklyn
Should not only taste good,
Britain and then more slowly head of he Retail Lumbermene's assoBatterieB
Gaspar, McQuillan ana Great
and the United States.
France
in
but should, nourish the .body.
and
ciation of Philadelphia, refused to beRucker
McLean, Clark; Scanlon,
lieve, this afternoon, that the govcer"
to
stick
Bergen.
Some people
ernment had entered suit in New
been
of
have
Bias Sanchez
Mr. and Mrs.
tain foods they
York against the Eastern States' Reail
. American
League
Wasron Mound are the parents of a
accustumed to eat, but which
Lumber Dealers' association, chargR.HE.
Score:
mind
of
baby daughter born this morning. Mr, ing it with restraint of trade in viothe
power
do not give
4 8
Philadelphia
Sanchez who had been in Las Vegas lation of the Sherman anti-trulaw.
and body to be had from
9 IS 2
not mi
on a business trip, returned home this
in
retail
firm
the
every
"Practically
Mulfoods.
some other
Batteries Plank and Thomas;
atfernoon in order to make the ac
to this association. It
belongs
city
lin and Stanage.
of the new member of hia seems impossible for me to believe
R.HE. quaintance
Score:
s
family.
that the government makes such seri3 6 2
New York .i..
ous and ridiculous allegations." he
1 9
St. Louis
The band will give a concert Sun said.
and
CalwelL
and
wattniHM
Quinn
made from whole wheat
day evening In the Plaza park, pro
Powell and Stephens.
is all
food
Blair;
a
expert,
by
barley,
vided, of course it does not rain,
R.H.E.
Charges Denounced in Toto
Score:5
band is the best rain maker in
absorbed by the system for
The
v
Md., May 19. The Reia
Baltimore,
Chicago
time It
8 15 i the business. Nearly every
association of
building up a clear brain
Lumbermen's
tail
Boston
announces a concert a downpour oc
and
in
the
Walsh
named
"and a strong body.
government's
Baltimore,
Scott,
Batteries White,
Nunamak- - curs.
York today, is comin
filed
New
and
Hall
suit
Killilay,
s
Sullivan;
andcream
Try Grape-Nutposed of practically all the local
or milk regularly for the cerThe regular services at Temple dealers in that trade and is a memeal part of the morning meal , Cleveland..:.::'.
'.. 9 10 2 Montefiore will not be held this even ber of the Eastern States' Lumber
the
note
6 15 6 ing.
Dealers' association. Its secretary,
a few weeks, and
Washington
and
Blanding
mental
George H. Poehlman, made a sweepWest, Kaler,
in
Batteries
improvement
of
the government's
Attorney W. J. Lucas left this af- ing denial
Fisher; Hughes ad Ainsmith.
physical vigor.
ternoon on a brief legal trip to Raton, charges so far as the Baltimore dealers were concerned.
American; Association
a Reason"
.
. Sick headache results from a disor
1.
Milwaukee
Toledo 3;"
dered condition of the stomach, and
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
Columbus 5; Minneapolis 3.
be cured by the ase of jChamoer at the
can
Ltd.
Opera Bar. Served from barIndianapolis--4-.;
Cereal
Company.
Postum
Kansas City
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. Try
on
the bar.
rels
Mich.
4.
it. For sale by all druggists.
Battle Creek,
10; Louisville
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OF COMPARISON.
CERTIFICATE
Territory of New Mexico.
Office of the Secretary.
I Nathan Jaffa, Secretary of the
Territory of New Mexico, do hereby
certify that there was filed for record
in this office at ten o'clock a. m., on
the ninth day of May, A. D 1911;
Articles of Incorporation of Galllnas

Irrigated Lands Company,

Estray Advertisement
Notice la hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Elam & Laneless, Estancla, N. M.
One red sorrel mare, 13
hands
year-- : old, blazed faced 14
high.
Branded
A
On right hip
Branded
On rleht shoulder
Branded
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
days after last appearance of this advertisement said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
To-wl-

OlriC,

FRIDAY. MAY i

i5ir

THE LOBBY RESTAURANT
SHORT ORDERS

THE

BEST

GOODS

A3 REGULAR
.v.

ORTA1VART

SOCIETY AND BUSINESS

AND CAFE

rXMMRS
A! WAYS

DIRECTORY

Number 6782
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A RED Hh-)I- m(
la rrateraal Brothand also, that I have compared the
erhood till O alt of the fourth
A. M. RtuUr
following copy of the same with the
Tasrveay of eca Booth, eighth
first aad
rua. UJruata areata, ViaiUnf
original thereof now on file and deca
third
Thursday la
clare it to be a correct transcript
brociere alaaye
Weenie to the
month. Vial lis f broth,
therefrom and of the whole tUereof.
tgaam. w. O. Wood, sachem;
ers cordially Invited.
Given under my hand and the tireat
David FUat. caiaf of records and
William H. Stapp. W. M.; Chi. IL
Seal of the Territory of New Mexico,
coUocior
of aasipum.
Sporleder, Secretary.
at the City of Santa Fe, the Capital
. P. O. ILKa-M.- au
second and
on this ninth day of May, A. D l!)il.
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO. 2.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
fourth
of each
NATHAN JAFFA
TiM4ay
SEAL
veaing
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Albuquerque, N. M.
aooata at O. R. C hall Vlaltlng
Secretary of New Mexico. First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
Taes-f
aecond
conciava
Brotfcara aa cordiaUy Invited. O.
s
Articles of Incorporation of the
day. In each month at MaIL It taker. Eialied Ruler; D-- W.
m.
Lanas
sonic
C.
7:30
at
p.
Temple
Company.
Irrigated
Estray Advertisement
2.
Coedoa.
Main
Number,
Barraary
Optie'e
Notice is hereby given to whom it
S. C.; Chaa. T amine.
We, the undersigned, citizens ol
deconcern
the
that
may
following
F O. E. Hrta first aad third Tuesthe Limed' mates of America, uo scribed estray animal was taken up by
ADVERRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
a&ociate ourselves into a cor- C. E. Starr Schroeder, N. M.
'.
hereby
day va:asa each month, at
LAS
VEGAS
TISEMENTS
CHAPTER NO. J,
One bay horse 9 years old,
Brotharaood hall.' Vlaltlng
poration under and by virtue of the
ROYAL
ARCH
MASONS
line
Insertion.
cents
each
five
Regular
per
laws of the Territory of New Mexico, 5 feet 7 'nches high, weight 750 lb3.
Brothers cordially Invited to attend.
Estimate six ordinary words to a
convocation first Monday
and for that purpose do hereby adopt,
B. r. McGolre, Praaldent; E. C.
Branded
Mato
in
each month at
occupy less space than
line. No ad
rrji
Articles of Incorpora
the
On
following
Ward. Secretary.
hip
right
wo lines. All advertisements chargsonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
tion:
Branded
m.
at
H.
ed will be booked
J. A. Rutledge.
space actually
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL
Article I.
On left hip
Elja
et, without regard to number of
P.; Chaa. IISporleder,
NO. S04 Meata aecend and fourth
name of this corporaThe
Name
Said animal being unknow n tn thi. secretary.
words. Cash in advance preferred.
la O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Thursday
tion is the GALLINAS IRRIGATED Board, unless claimed
by owner ou o
building. Vlaltlng members ara
LANDS COMPANY.
ueioiejunHD, laii, said date being 10 RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O.
Invited. W. R. Tipton. 0. K-- ;
Article II.
days after last appearance of this au
Meets second and fourth ThursE.
MackeL T. S.
P.
Place of Business and Agent The vertisement, said estray will be sold
days in Masonic Temple. Mr.
IWANTED Teachers for schools. Ad
this
Board for the benefit of tn
by
office
the
of
location of the principal
Agnes M. Tripp, Worthy Matrot; I. O. O. F LAS
owner when found.
dress D. T. Baldwin, San Antonio
VEGAS LODGE NO,
Thomas B. Powen, Worthy Patron;
CATTLE SANITARY BOAHu,
corporation Is 701 Douglas avenue, in
Texas.
1. Meets avery Monday
,
evening at
the city of Las Vegas, San Miguei
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell. Secretary-PhonAlbuoueraikv M m
their hall on Biita street. All via It-First
name
last
pub.
16,
May
and
New
the
Mexico,
il.
721
pub.
May
26,
Main 231,
Fourth street
.WANTED To buy a fresh Jersey County,
lng brethren cordially Invited to atof the agent therein and in charge
cow. Call Olive 55S2.
tend. Cart Cart Warn, N. O.; A.
Estray Advertisement
NO
thereof and upon whom process
DORADO
LODGE
EL
1,
T. Rogers, V. 0.; T. U. Ewood.
Notice is hereby given v'o whom U
this corporation may he servKNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets
WANTED Good man, Spanish or against
may concern, that the following deSecretary ; W. E. Crttaa. treasurer;
JR.
B.
DAVIS,
STEPHEN
ed
is
scribed estray animal was taken up by
eveevery
English. Ackerman Dairy.
Monday
C V. Hedgoock. cametary trustee
Article III.
mr
m. i. iveenan. snrins-pim
In
Castle
hall.
ning
for
which
Business The objects
one bay horse, weight
WANTED A woman for cooking and
Visiting Knlghta are LAS VEGAS CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
la formed are to own, about 950 lbs., 6
years old.
housework. Apply 1100 this corporation
general
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
to
lnvltei.
cordially
hold, use, mortgage, and generally
Branded
Seventh street
MeU tha aecond and fourth Fri
Chaa. E. Liebech-nledeal In lands and real estate wherevOn left hip
days of each month in the W. O.
er situated and to survey,
Chancellor
Said animal beinz unknown tn th'.i
A first class seamstress.
WANTED
W. hall, at I p. m.
same
for
Commander.
the
Christopher
and
purHarry
improve
plat
unless claimed bv nwtlpr on m
Inqrlre Mrs. Ward, 902 Third St. poses of sale or otherwise; to ac- Board,
Clay, 'Venerable Consul; George
Martin, Keeper of
ueiure june b.iyii, said date being .10
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Records and Seal.
quire by purchase, appropriations or days after last, armearance oftMa ort.
assistant deputy. Vlaltlng Neigh
otherwise, water rights for the irri- vertisement, said estray will be sold
ay urns Board for the benefit of th BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL
bors are cordially Invited.
gation of land and other lawful pur- owner when
found.
KOIl SALE The Antlers saloon, at
AMERICA
UNION
OF
Meets
first
and
to
cultivate,
improve
farm,
poses;
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Invoice price. Address Box 331, otherwise use Teal estate of
and third Wednesdays
of each
IlKMIsT.v
every
Albuauermie N
Kast Las Vegas, N. M.
month
at
First
Brotherhood
Fraternal
to
and
pub.
last
16,
May
genown,
sell,
buy,
pub. May 26, "ll.
character;
F. R. LORD
hall. A. E. Bay ward. F. M.; W.
to deal in live stock and perFOR SALE One furnished house. erally
memSecretary.
Visiting
sonal property of all kinds; to purEstray Advertisement
DENTIST
piano included, price resonable. 822 chase, hold, sell,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
bers cordially invited.
assign, transfer,
Office
Pioneer
concern
may
Building
that the following deDouglas avenue.
mortgage, pledge, or otherwise dis scribed estray animal
Roome I and 4
was taken
pose of the shares of the capital juan wetdj, Tucumcari, N. M. up by FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. Office
FOR SALE Seed potatoes, one
phone Main SI
102 Meets every Monday night at
stock of any other corporation and
One mare.
Residence
Main 4 IS
Phone
Hereford bull. Phone while the owner of such stock to ex
their hall in the Schmidt building,
Branded
Main 45&
west
Fountain
at
of
Square,
eight
ercise all rights, power and privileges " On left
shoulder
OR. E. L. HAMMOND
o'clock. Visiting members ara cor
of ownership, Including the right to
Branded
FOR SALE-li- e Thoroughbred Scotch vote thereon.
DENTIST
dially welcome. E. E. Gehrl&g, presiOn left thigh
puppies. 1203 Eleventh street.
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
Article IV.
Suite 4, Crockett Building. Has phones
Said animal being unknown to this
tary; C. Baily, Treasurer.
Capital Stock The amount- of the
at office and raaldeooa.
FOR SALE Borne gentle driving and total authorized capital stock of the ioard, unless claimed by owner on or
saddle horses, weigh from 800 to corporation Is FIFTY THOUSAND before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 J. E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 545,
I. O. of B. B. Meeta avery first Tues
ATTOItNKYM
1050 lbs. Lester Sands, 620 Dou DOLLARS ($50,000) divided Into five days after last appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
day of the month In the vestry
glas Avenue.
hundred shares of the par value of by this Board for the benefit of the
Chester A, Hunker
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8 Ceo. H- - Hunker
owner when found.
one hundred dollars ($100) each.
CATTLE
o'clock
p. m. Visiting brothers are
SALE
SANITARY BOARD.
FOR
Legal blanks of all deaV
Article V.
HUNKER
HUNKER
Isaac AppeL
Albuquerque. N. M.
cordially invited.
scriptions. Notary seals and recNames, Address and Shares of In First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11.
at Law
Attorneys
Sec
Charles
Greenclay,
President;
ords at The Optlo office.
corporators The names and postof- Las Vegas
New Mexico
retary.
flce addresses of the Incorporators
Estray Advertisement
FOR
SALE Buff Plymouth
Rock and the number of shares subscribed
Notice is hereby given to whom it
baby chicks, $12 per 100. Money by each, "the aggregate of which is may concern that the following deEstray Advertisement
Estray Aavertisement
Notice Is hereby given to wbom
must accompany order. Mrs. Mag- Three Thousand ($3000) dollars, that scribed estray animal was taken up bv
Notice is hereby given to whom it
following de- may concern that the following de
pie E. Stevens, Humboldt, Kan R 2. being the mount of capital stock with Rocky Mountain Supply Co. Koehler, may concern that the
N. M.
scribed estray animal was taken up by scribed estray animal waa taken up by
which the corporation will commence
it. m. warren, Ccrne, ri. M.
t:
One brown horse 9 or 10 C. E. Stapp MeBilla Park, N, M.
business, are:
53
One brown horse, II years
about
black
One
pony,
14 hands high, weight
David J. Leahy, E. Las Vegas, N M., years old, ibout
old. weight 1,000 lba.
inches his.1!.
about 650 lbs
FOR RENT 2 nicely
On left ahoulder
furnished 10 shares; $1,000.
WJ9
Branded
Branded
L'aH
F
Herbert W. Clark, E. Las Vegas,
'
Branded
rooms, light, clean and airy, special
On
lef
On right shoulder l
Jaw
inducement to right party. Come N. M., 10 shares; $1,000.
Branded
On left shoulder
Branded
Stephen B. Davis, Jr., E. Las Ve
FX On left hip
quick. Act at' once. No sick peoOn
n
Branded
lft
Said animal being unknovn to
li&
ple. Inquire at 422 Washington gas, N. M., 10 shares; $1,000.
Said animal being unknown to this Board, unleea claimed by owner onmi.
Said animal being unknown to this
Article VI.
or
avenue.
by owner on or before June 6, 1911, said data being 10
Term The term for which this Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed
10
said
date
June
1911,
10
before
6,
being
June
before
said
date
6, 1911,
being
after last appearance of this ad
FOR
RENT Ftve-roomodern corporation is to exist is fifty (50) days after last appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this ad- days
said estray will be Boll
vertisement,
years.
house. Inquire 825 Third street.
said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benetit of Hit
vertisement,
IN WITNESS WHEREOF we have by this Board for the benefit of vn by thin Board for the benefit of the owner when found.
owner When found.
when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
OR RENT Nicely furnished
front hereunto set our hands and seals this owner
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Albuqiierqii". N. M.
room for lady, with privilege of us- - 8th day of Maty, A. D., 1911.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, 11.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
(Signed.)
26.
last
lng piano. 1021 Third street
'IL
Ml.
16,
First
May
16,
First
last
pub.
May
26,
pub.
pub. May
pub. May
DAVID J. ILEAHY.
Seal
Estray Advertisement
HERBERT W. CLARK.
Seal.
For soreness of the muscles whethNotice la hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
STEPHEN B. DAVIS, JR. Seal.
to
whom
er induced by .violent exercise or ini
Notice
is
it
to
is
whom
Notice
hereby given
may concern that the followln
hereby given
de
scribed estray animal waa taken up by
may concern that the following de nay concern that the following
jury, Chamberlain's Liniment Is ex- Territory of New Mexico,
was
taken
animal
cellent This liniment Is also highly County of San Miguel ss.
scribed estray animal was taken up by
up by jjtcai i&anaovai, Kio Pueblo, N. M.
estray
M. G. Keenan. Springer, N. M.
esteemed for the relief it affords In
M. G. Keenan. Springer, N. M.
Ono small horse.
On
this
A.
of
8th
1911,
day
May,
D.,
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all drugOne gray mare.
Ons blue gray horse.
On
left
before
the
No
hip
a
me,
undersigned,
gists.
On right hip
PS
Branded
tary Public, in and for the above Branded
Branded
On right hip
and
County
Territory, personally ap
Branded
Branded
LOCAL TIME CARD
peared David J. Leahy, Herbert W.
Said animal belnc unknown to th.
US On left hip
On left hip
Clark and Stephen B. Davis, Jr., to
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
to
unknown
animal
Said
this
being
Said animal being unknown to thii
me personally known to be the same
before Juno 6, 1911, said data being 10
WEST BOUND
unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or days after last
persons whose names are subscribed Board, June
10
said
June
appearance of this addate
6,
before
1911,
being
10
6, 1911, said date being
Arrive
to the foregoing Instrument and who before
ad- vertisement, said estray will be sold
of
last
this
after
appearance
days
adof
this
last
1:60 P. M. signed the same, and each for him days after saidappearancewill he sold vertisement, said estray will be sold by this Board for the benefit of the
No. 1
owner when found.
vertisement,
estray
6:15 A. M. self and not one for the other, ac- by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
No. 3
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
owner
found.
when
M.
found.
6:15 P.
Mo. 7
knowledged that he signed, sealed owner when
Albuquerque, N. M.
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
6:35 P. M. and executed the same as his free act
First pub. May 16, last pub.May26.il.
No. 9
M.
N.
N.
Albuquerque,
Albuq Jerque,
and deed.
Depart
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, '11. First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26,11.
WITNESS
hand
Notarial
and
my
Estray Advertisement
No. 1
2:10 P. M.
Notice t hereby giren to whom It
6:20 A. M. Sea the day and year in this certifiEstray Advertisement
No, 3 ..
Advertisement
concern
Estray
may
that the following deNotice in hereby given to whom It scribed
Notice la nereby given to whom it
5:40 P. M. cate first above written.
No,
estray animal waa taken op by
concern that the following de- A.
demay
O.
F.
BLOOD,
concern
(Signed)
the
that
following
M.
H. Lo;, Cuervo, N. M.
may
7:00 P.
No,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
(Notarial Seal)
Notary Publ.'!. scribed estray animal was taken up by H. L Pride,
One dun hoise, 8 years old, weight
N.-'
Buchanan,
M.
N.
A.
J.
Beal, Doming,
My commission expires Jan. 4,
600 lbs.
Qn 3 year old bay colt
EAST BOUND
One dark bay mare.
1913.
Branded
Branded
Arrive
On right hip
Endorsed:
F J On left Mp
On left tip
Branded
M.
P.
9:10
2
No.
No. 6782.
Said
Unknown
animal being unknown to this
to
this
animal
Said
to
this
being
Said animal being unknown
.... 11:10 P. M.
No. 4
Cor. Rec'd. Vol. 6, Page 107,
owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on tr
claimed
unless
by
Board,
M.
A.
1:15
8
No.
Articles of Incorporation of Galllnas before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 before June 6, 1911, said date being 10 before June 6, 1911, said date being 10
1:45 P. M.
No. 10
Irrigated Lands Company.
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance' of this ad- days after last appearance ef this adDepart
Filed in Office of Secretary of New vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
No-N9:15 P. M. Mexico, May 9, 1911: ltf a. m.
2
owner when found.
owner when found.
owner when found.
M.
P.
11:20
NATHAN JAFFA,
4
BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
... 1:25 A. M
No. 8
N. M.
Secretary,
Albuqnerque, N. M.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Albuquerque,
1:10 P. M. I Compared C. F. K. to M. H.
First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26, 'll. First pub. May 16, last pub. May 26.11. First pub. May 16. last pub.May26.il.
No. 10
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There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
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whether or not an order
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assured.
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looking
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What Does the Present Spell for the Future?
I

MERCHANT?

TtADB JOUPNAL. PES MOINES. IOWA

ant

Any person who will open his mind
and reason for a while must arrive
at the conclusion that the developing
conditions in business unless there
ia a radical change spell ruination

nothing to their local merchants about Mind you, now, 1,000 per cent in
these things, but nevertheless they three years. Have you ever stopped
have it In their minds.
to go over the figures of Sears, Roe
Are you surprised that the condi- buck and company, and did you find
tions exist and are getting worse? If that their increase for the last year
you are, your surprise is proof that wai over 20 per cent? Co you know
for many a business man.
you have not had your eyes open all that a number, yes, large numbers,
This article is not written for the this time. If you are surprised, your of other direct to consumer concerns,
purpose of being pessimistic, but sim- surprise is proof that you have over- during the last three years, have had
100
ply that we may lay before the busi- looked a condition that has been be- the remarkable growth, of from
fore you every single day; It Is proof to 600 per cent Increase? Take, for
ness communities
of the United
that you have not had your ear to instance, the concerns of ' John M.
States, the business conditions as they the ground.
Smythe, and the Spiegel, May Stern
actually exist. Most people never
If you want to know where this company and the larkin company.
concern themselves about conditions
d
prejudice comes from, real Heaven knows that the business of
until these conditions become so in- the farm
papers. You will find, with these concerns, and hundreds of oth
tense that they find themselves in- the
can
exception of Farm Sense, prac- ers, is growing so fast that they
jured materially by them. The aver- tically every farm paper In the coun- hardly keep pace with it.
age business man pays but little at- try Is carrying 75 per cent of its adDo you know, reader, that on a captention to conditions until he finds vertising space In direct to consum italization of $500,000 Montgomery
himself on the verge of bankruptcy. er advertisements. In
every single Ward and company did $45,000,000Of
Then, and not until then, will he give one of these advertisements, there !s worth of business last year?
outside
heed to causes. The average Jobber that expression of
thought and con course, they have some assets
THE SLUGGING THIS YEAR IN
Do
and manufacturer gives but little at- struction of word which
you
says to the of this $300,000 capitalization.
BASEBALL GAMES HAS BEEN
new
tention to the developing conditions farmer and to the consumer, "Cut out know they are paying for their
DESPAIR OF PITCHERS
hundreds
of
until he finds these conditions are the middleman, he is a robber."
installments
in
TUey building
cutting into the very life of his busi- so word these advertisements as to of thousands of dollars, and paying
ness.
Chicago, May, 19( Heavy hitting,
make you feel that the middleman, It out of the profits of their business?
Go back with us five years ago, and which Includes the
their new building which has been the despair of pitch
merchant, the Job They will pay for
then step by step come up to the ber and the manufacturer who sells without investing one single cent ers since the opening of the 1911 seapresent time, and all along during to these interests, has not a right to other than paying it out of their pro- son, will be curtailed, according to
these five years, and especially with- exist. Not only are these advertise- fits from time to time, and by the the statement of a representative of
in the last three, you will find some- ments full of these
way, they are meeting their payments. a baseball factory here. It is said
expressions, but '
The trouble is, we must not only the next supply of official balls for
thing has been at work undermining the volume of this direct to consumwith these direct to consum the clubs of the major and minor
content
the confidence of one class of peo- er advertising has become so great
who now exist, but their leagues will not be as lively as the
concerns
er
You
in
someanother.
will
find
ple
that it dominates the editorial policy
so rapidly that ones now in use.
Is
increasing
thing has been poisoning the minds of of these publications. In a large ma- number
According to the factory reprethe buying public. You will find jority of them you will see, from time those who have attempted to keep
have lost all sentative the present lively ball
something has been turning the con- to time, editorial matter backing up count of the increase
which produced 367 runs in three days
fidence of the average farmer Into this expression in the advertisements, track of it entirely.
in the major leagues was due to a
utter hatred against the business com- and sometimes the editors even go so Look at the farm papers that carry
Pracconsumer
to
advertising.
hint
from the baseball powers that
direct
munity around him. Where at one far as to say that the retail merchants
the num- there was not enough batting to suit
time the farmer had some confidence and the wholesalers are parasites on tically all of them increase
ber of pages by the dozens .almost the "fans." Now the J'tip" has gone
in his home merchants, and those in society.
issue. This simply means that forth that the games are too long
every
terested with him, today the farmer
Not long ago we saw an interview,
of thousands of dol- because of the great increase in bathundreds
more
would be glad to see the merchant, given by one of the leading farm
into advertising ting.
who paper editors of the United States, lars are being poured
Jobber, and the manufacturer
to prejudice and
It is not intended to revert to the
eells through these agencies, put out In one of the daily papers, in which matter every month
of the people.
minds
the
which produced so many few hit
ball
poison
of business.
he said the vital question for the
Yes, it is time you were wondering contests and made many championn-shlThe work of The Journal has farmer to ask was "Whether or not
what the end was going to be. It is
affairs merely a battle between
brought us in close touch with some he owed the merchant, the wholewere wondering where you pitchers but to strike a happy metime
you
saler
conditions that possibly others have
and the manufacturer a livto land. If it were only dium about on the middle ground benot investigated. The work of The ing." He said this question had to do were going
who was being hurt, it would tween the old ball and the new.
you
Journal, in connection with that of with fundamental principles.
Now
not make much difference, because in
Farm Sense, has caused us to make think of it, reader, think what this
numbers there are only a comparativea thorough and systematic investiga- Interview will do in prejudicing the
tttly few of you. But the consumer and
tion, especially in farming communi- minds of the people. Of course, the the farmer is
is
deceived.
He
being
ties, and, Journal readers we want to farmer owes nobody a living, and the not
PLAYS AND PLAYERS
what he thinks he buys.
getting
editor
knew it. No one owes any
tell you candidly that if you have
He is not getting his money's worth.
never Investigated these conditions, other person anything from the dolNine times out of ten he not only
yeu would be absolutely astonished lars and cents standpoint, unless that is
losing confidence in his friends,
to find the people of your community person can give value received.
Helen Lowell has been engaged for
but he Is being deceived in what he
This
turned against you.
whole
not
scheme
Hen Petke."
of breeding
'The
They may
bara
buys. He thinks he is getting
Alice
Neilson has gone to Europe
say bo to you, but the hatred for prejudice is planned by the direct
gain, when probably he is buying
your business and those from whom to consumer concerns. It is planned "seconds." He thinks he is getting a for her summer vacation.
The story."Pigs Is Pigs" is to be
you buy, exists, and it is getting worse to continue to develop this preju
bargain, wheu many, many and many turned into a vaudeville sketch.
dice
has
and
it
is
who
and
The
three
farmers
it,
developed
every day.
s
a time he is buying the refuse of
Albert Chevalier, the English coyears ago were content to buy at developing it, and unless something
stuff
wholesale
and
houses;
is
to
done
counteract
sur
don't
is to make a Canadian tour.
be
values
for
their
it,
median,
money,
home, getting
that is out of style and out of date
and seeing what they bought before prised, if, in five years from now,
George V. Hobart has completed
a new play, entitled "Every Husthey buy, today are crying, "Cut out you find it impossible to make a liv
band."
the middleman and go back to the ing In a retail store, or if you are
MILLS MAY CURTAIL
One hundred and eighty stock comfactory." Of course, this means mail a wholesaler, don t be surprised if
19. ManufacPhlladf'nhla,
May
will be playing this spring
you find your business so reduced that
order houses and so on.
panies
turers of hoisery and underwear in
We are not pessimistic at all, but it is necessary to close up. If you all parts of the country are looking and summer.
are a manufacturer who sells to the
The Shuberts will have an opera
we do' believe that we are
forward with intense interest to the
enough to see conditions as they jobber, don't be surprised if you find annual meeting of the National As- company, headed by Joseph, Shehan,
are and not fooling ourselves Into be yourself so curtailed in business that sociation of Hoisery and Underwear in St. Louis.
Lillian Greenville of the . Chicago
Hevlng they are something else. We you are considering going to mail Manufacturers, which is scheduled to
are not overdrawing the conditions at order houses and bidding for their meet in this city May 22 to 26 inclu- Opera company has been engaged for
all when we say that in large terri business. Remember, Mn Manufactur sive. The usual interest manifested a spring season in Paris.
PattI Rosa, who is said to be the
tones in farming communities, you er, when you find it necessary to go to is due to the peculiar and highly uncannot find one single farmer who these houses and bid for their busi- satisfactory situation in the hoisery daughter of the famous singer of that
has confidence in the business people ness, you are at their mercy. They and underwear manufacturing indus- name, is playing in vaudeville.
E. S. Willard Is' to return to the
ia his own community, and these will pay you Just what they please try. The material falling off in the
to play "Brutus" in a coronastage
farmers are Just as bitter against for what you manufacture.
manufactured
demand for the
prowhen
the
time
Not
ia
the
here
tion
only
gala perforniance In London this
the people from whom hiB home merducts has made it practically imperacant buys as he is against the mer- farm paper is taking up this campaign tive for the manufacturers to curtail 6ummer.
Ralph Demore is to be the star in
chant. Many of these farmers say of prejudice, but we find today, as the production. But many of the mannew one-ais generally accepted, Wall street con ufacturers hesitate to
called "In the
a
play
this
adopt
trols practically all of the general course unless all the mill owners in Name of the Law." It is by Harry
find that
magazines, and you will
the association agree to follow the Splngold.
Mme Nordica has been invited to
everyone of these magazines are con- same course. It is expected that the
tinually hammering the thought home. situation will be thoroughly discussed sing in Berlin before the German
that the local merchant in the small at the meeting next week and it Is emperor. She will probably sing the
towns, which means towns' up to fifty hoped that a general agreement will part of Isolde.
thousand inhabitants, do not know be reached
Edwin Arden has undertaken to
among the members with
how to conduct business and that a
view of reducing the production dramatize Booth Tarkington's novel,
they exact exorbitant profits. Why during the present depression of the "The Conquest of Canaan" for his
To prevent dry, thin
are the general magazines doing this?
own use during the coming season.
hosiery trade.
and falling hair, remove
Maude Fealy is the star of a stock
Well, the cause is as plain as the
nose on your face. Wall street concompany in Salt Lake City, and latedandruff, allay itching
RAILROAD INCREASES STOCK
trols and operates and rules Sears,
ly appeared there in the title role of
and irritation, and proRoebuck and company. They are also
New York, May 19. At a meeting "Glorious Betsy."
mote the growth and
Three thousand and six hundred
credited with controlling Montgomery here today the stockholders of the
Ward and company., and it has been Lake Erie and Pittsburg railroad singers will take part In the Saenger-fes- t
beauty of the hair, freof the North American Saenger-bun- d
understood for a long time that they voted to increase the company's
quent shampoos with
in Milwaukee in June.
own the Larkin company. It is also stock from $1,000,000 to $6,000,000,
Cuticura Soap, assisted
In her new play, entitled "Lily the
understood that they contro a large and also authorized a large issue of
by occasional dressings
per cent of the larger department bonds. The issue of stock and bonds Bill Topper," Marie Tempest Is aswithCuticura Ointment,
stores in' the large clt'es. Cannot you is regarded as largely a bookkeeping tonishing her friends by showing unsee where this whole thing is drift- transaction to take care of advances expected ability as a trick cyclist.
effective
are
It is simply a campaign of cen- thai have been made to the Lake
Aphie James will produce Mrs.
ing?
methods
when
Burnett's
play, "Judy
tralization, a campaign of taking the Erie and Pittsburg, all the stock of Hodgson
fail. In preserving, puribusiness away from the local com- which is owned by the Pennsylvania O'Hara," in Boston some time this
month. The play is a romantic comand Lake Shore roads.
munity.
fying and beautifying
we
hear
can
that
We
edy drama.
imagine
just
the skin, in preventing
SL Paul, Minn., will have three
who experienced a
some
merchant
minor eruptions from
Shake Into Your Shoes
stock companies this summer. One
10 to 15 per cent increase in his
the antiseptic pow- will be James Neill's, with whom will
becoming chronic, and
business last year, or a wholesaler Allen's Foot-Eas'
Robert
in the treatment of torwho experienced a like increase, or der. It relieves painful, smarting, be Ida Conquest,
Droust,
a tender, nervous feet, and instantly John B. Maher and Frances Adler.
who experienced
a
manufacturer
huturing, disfiguring
Julian Eltinge will be Juliet to the
similar increase, saying to them- takes the sting out of corns and bunmors, rashes, itchings
selves, "Well, I don't believe these ions. It's the greatest comfort dis- Romero of Andrew Mack In a short
and inflammations,
burlesque of the balcony scene from
conditions exist, because my business covery of the age. Allen's Foot-Eas- e
is growing.' I seem to be getting along makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It the tragedy with George M. Ophan
from infancy to age,
of
and certainly The Merchants' Trade is a certain relief for sweating, cal- has written for the coming "frolic"
'
these pure, sweet and
Journal has overpalnted the picture." lous, swollen, tired, aching feet. Al- the Friars Club.
gentle emollients have
Reader, stop a moment; do you ways use It to break in new shoes.
no rivals.
know that one of the direct to con- Try it today. Sold everywhere, 25
Sick headache results from a disorBrad 10 Pnttrr Drug A Cbn. Corp, Bo,
In this country, dur- cents. Don't accept any substitute. dered condition of the stomach, and
concerns
sumer
111111 u4 blr.
Ui
oa
book
tree
ton. lor
the use of Chambercpn be cured
ing the last three years, has experi- For FREE trial package, address Al- lain's Stomachbyand Liver Tablets.
Try
enced an increase of .1,000 per cent len S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.
It. For sale by all druggists.
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EVERJOPED
HOW

WHITEHORSE
CHARLEY
MADE A QUADRUPLE OUT
AND SAVED THE GAME

The greatest play I ever saw was
made by a man who has long since
passed away and whom few, if any, of
you present-dafans will remember,
says Bill, the Iceman, writing under
the non de plume of Huge Bullon
In the Denver Post. His name was
Whitehorse Charley and, by the way,
It was from this player's name that
the present-daterm of "Charley
Horse," an affliction among baseball
players, was derived.
The little tale which I will relate to
you happened during the time that
Kansas City was playing in the Na
tional league. You will remember that
during the year 1746 Kansas City was
a member of the National baseball
league. Later she again became a
member of that organization, in 1886,
I believe, but that latter date is of
little consequence since Kansas City
finished last and was voted out of
the league.
But the time to which I refer she
had been a member of the National
league for seven years and during
that time had won eight pennants.
Now the way that happened was, that
during the first year there were two
schedules played and Kansas City
won both of them. Kansas City's victories were due mainly to the work
of Whitehorse Charley, who was sole
owner, manager, secretary, captoin
and fielder of the Kansas City Blu-Lose. He was one of the swiftest men
on his feet that I ever saw. He often
outran a racehorse before breakfast
just to get himself in condition for
the afternoon's game. He was so
swift that he dispensed with the
services of the other two fielders and
covered all three outfield positions
National
himself. Players in the
league had long since learned that
it was almost sure death to hit a
ball anywhere outside of the Infield
and it was only occasionally that a
drive was made to the gardens.
Whitehorse Charley was always there.
y

Some habits one should want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.
The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.
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moment. Manager Sure came to bat.
The bases were full and there were
no outs. Sure was known for a hard
hitter and he wag the only man in
the National league who dared to put
one in the field for fear of White
horse Charley. He was nearly almost
sure of a hit and he decided to take
a chance once again. Rides wound up
after spitting on his bands. It was
plain to everyone that he was going
to deliver his
ball. That
was Sure's favorite.
Whitehorse
Charley saw what was about to happen. Rides had already delivered two
balls to Sure and this was his last
one. He must either hit or be out.
He drew back his bat Just as Rides
was about to deliver and there was a
hush over the grandstand. Whitehorse Charley came rushing in from
deep center field, racing like mad. He
ran past second base and passed the
pitchers' box in nothing flat. He did
not stop there, but raced on. Just as
he was about four feet from the plate
Rides let loose the ball. Whitehorse
Charley stepped out of the way of
Sure's bat and just as the ball and
bat connected he caught the pill, not
four inches away. That retired Sure.
Racing like mad he tagged Reckhard
before he could get back to third, then
caught Shooty, who was playing of!
second, making three, outs and then,
turning, shot the ball to Beckley on
first, catching Boff man who was running back from second and completing a quadruple play, thus wlnnirg
the game and making the greatest
I ever saw.
(he play

During that period of baseball
rules were somewhat different from
what they are today. I remember that
it was necessary to retire four men
before the side was out. The pitchers
served only three balls to the batters
and if they did not hit one of them
they were declared out. The game to
which I refer was at the close of the
season the last 'season. It had been
a particularly strenuous ana aisas- and they
trous year for. the Blu-Lowere tied with the Chicago Bears for
first place and the pennant. The
game had been a pitchers battle between Robert Rides of the
and King Black of the Bears. The
teams had played eighteen innings
without a score the day previous and
were fighting it out again the next
thirdayj They had tolled along for
first
teen Innings when
on
third
took
Jake
Beckley,
sacker,
Frank Sure's bad throw to second,
and scored on Thinker's ' wild heave
to Cling. To be sure there was Joy in
After toilthe ranks of the
innings they look
ing for thirty-on- e
ed to he sure winners,. But Just then
Robert Rides "went up in the air."
He walked Reckard, Shooty and Boft- man. Then came a very strenuous
se
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WOMEN ARE ENVIOUS
The woman 'who stands erect and
walks with the full, free, graceful
carriage which bespeaks perfect physical development, Is usually envied
by her women friends. Unnecessarily so, because it is possible for the
average woman to overcome any
tendency to become stooped shouldered or flat chested, if they will but
go about it in the proper manner.
Rexall Shoulder Braces necessitate
a proper
carriage, 'compel proper
breathing, and, by doing this compel
the natural healthful development of

the entire body. Are endorsed by the
highest medical authorities, who find
that in them are overcome the objections raised to most braces on the
market.
We have the Rexall Shoulder Brace
to fit all persons of either sex. Can
be obtained only at our, store The
E. G.
Rexall Store. Price $1.00.
Murphey.

It ia no easy Job to dock a ship,
is
even wnen tne snip s aocior
aboard.
7

at
Erect,

Square-Shower-

Men

ed

Always look and act successful. Today, personal appearance goes a long
way and no one can be careless regarding the impression they create.
It requires a stretch of imagination
to believe a
fellow
possessed of much energy.
stoop-shoulder- ed

SHOULDER BRACES
Offer you the best possible nssistance in
correcting any inciinatu :i t; round or
stooping' shoulders and, by compelling
deep breathing, add to the general health
ot the wearer.
This brace may be worn without discomfort, has no metal parts to bind or
chafe and does not interfere with the
circulation.
We have the Rexall Brace in all sizes
for men, women and children
give ua
your chest measurement.

Price, $1.00
E. G. MURPHEY

Rexall

Store

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging
First class work

and best of materials is my

motto. Esti-

mates cheerful'

ly given.

H. T. Davis
Phone Main 357.
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CURES
CHRONIC ULCEUS
the rirrlation known as plasma, a fibrous
plasm
true
the
healing
is
quality of the blood. This
constituent which
accumulations m the blood and
property is frequently destroyed by impure
becomes a source of irrihis vital fluid not only loses its power to heal butflesh.
The blood continon
the
ulcer
or
sore
or
wound
open
to
tation any
the infection
and
the
into
gradually
the
place
impurities
ually discharges
cure an old
cannot
External
applications
sore
enlarges.
spreads and the
can be
sore because such treatment does not affect the blood ; the most that effect
is
a
soothing
salves,
cleansing,
etc.,
washes,
from
plasters,
expected
on the ulcer S. S. S. heals old sores in a perfectly natural way. It goes
that are
down into the blood, and removes the impurities and morbid mattersS. S. S.
is
is bound to heal.
the means of keeping the ulcer open; then the sore
it cleanse the circulation,
the greatest of all blood purifiers, and not only does
in promoting every
but it restores the healing, plasmic qualities and aidsflesh
tissue from the
necessary quality for good health. S. S. S. builds new
Book
cure.
a
and
makes
outer
to
permanent
the
ulcer
skin,
bottom of the
on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice free. S. S. 3. is for sale at drug
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, v4rL4JVL4, CA.
stores.
.
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In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B, Palmer,
Little Rock, Ark., had the measles.
The result was a severe cough which
grew worse and he could not sleep.
She eays: "One bottle of Foley's
Honey and Tar Compound completely
cured him aid he has never been
bothered elnce." Croup, whooping
cough, measles, cough all yield to Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. The
genuine is in the yellow package al6. G.
ways. Refuse substitutes.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

Have the Right Kind of Help?
Foley Kidney Pilia furnish mn ti
.right kind o! help to neutralize and
remove ids poisons tnai cause backache, headache, nervousness, and
and bladder nilments." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
Do You

oth-kldn-

r Unexcelled
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Last week at an auction sale in New York a man paid $50,000
Jot a book. Think of that! Fifty Thousand Dollars! And for a book!-Th-man who bought it was eminently sane. He is a successful business man. He bought this book (a Guttenberg Bible) twenty minutes
after the auctioneer, put it up. j
enty minutes to pay $50,000 for an
Question: If it takes only
old book, how long should it take to sell an article of established merit
and every day demand?

LOCAL NEWS
Girl waitress wanted at the White
Kitchen.

WILL Br, THE DISPLAY OF

barber shop.

FRESH

FRUIT AND GREEK VEGETABLES
AX

TIE

Are of Established Merit and Every Day Demand

Long's Buffet,
Lunch every morning at
at Long's Buffet

STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

10

o'clock

LUDWIG WH. ILFELD, Agent
MAIN
PHONE

For 30 days we will sell $5.00
Irons for $4.00. O'Malley's.

something a little better
Fred Nolette is not superstitious
at the White Kitchen.
and consequently believes that the
fact he was painfully injured in a runPositively no camping, fishing or away accident Wednesday afternoon
C. was
hunting allowed on our ranch.
only a coincidence. Wednesday
W. and F. J. Wesner.
morning Mr. Nolette received through
the mail one of the circular prayers
TheTreble Clef club will meet to similar to those upon which the
morrow morning promptly at 10 15
department has placed a ban.
o'clock at the Normal University.
He was informed by a note accompanying the prayer that If he did not
Zenon Ortiz, who resides in Ojltoa offer it
up and make several copies
Frios, yesterday applied at the court to be sent to other persons ho would
house for $2 as fbounty on a coyote be overtaken by some horrible calam-ity- .
killed by him recently near his home.
Mr. Nolette tore up the letter
prayer and all. In the afternoon he
A marriage license was granted got hurt. Of course the prayer had
yesterday at the court house to Ave-Un- nothing to do with his misfortune;
Crespin, aged 21, and Santinago but if he could only catch the per
i
Miranda, aged 25. Both are residents sons who sent it.
of Emplazada.
Nineteen members of the Las VeIn honor of the first anniversary of gas patrol of the Boy
Scouts of
their marriage, Mr. andK Mrs. Victor America have registered for the over-lan- d
Wolfe entertained a few relatives
trip to Santa Fe and the cliff
and Intimate friends at dinner last dwellings near Espanola upon which
the patrol will start on the afternight at the Ca3taneda hotel.
The first
noon of Decoration day.
The Elks and their ladies tonight twenty boys to register can make the
will enjoy a keno and dancing party trip for $10. Unless thirty register
in the O. R. Cj hall. The entertain- those above twenty will be obliged to
ment committee has planned to make pay $12.50, in order to defray the
team.
expense of another
the party a happy one. This is the
first of a series of social diversions Scoutmaster George Fitzsimmons has
to be given at regular intervals by written a circular letter to all the
scouts inviting them to register at
the lodge.
Always

than the
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FOR j YOU SEE WE HAVE-
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Choice Colorado Spring Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

FREE!

FREE!
We give absolutely free one
NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Phone Main

13 J

ESTABLISHED 18 7

The

Always something a little better
than the rest at the White Kitchen.
The Ladies' Guild of St. Paul's Memorial Episcopal church will hold a
g
sale tomorrow afternoon from 2:30 o'clock on in the
Wheeler building, at which cake and
bread will be sold. The ladies will
receive orders for cakes for parties,
etc. As the guild members are noted for their excellent cooking the
sale is sue to be liberally patronized.
home-cookin-

.
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As has been

its custom for

e

twenty-fiv-

years the E. Romero Hose and

r

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier

Fire company will observe Decoration
day on Tuesday, May 30 The company
has arranged to leave its station on
Bridge street in the afternoon at 2
o'clock and go to the cemeteries where
it will decorate the graves of the de
parted members. With fitting cere
monies a handsome wreath will be
placed on each grave. The E. Romero
company invites other organlzationsn
to Join in the observance of the day.

ARLAND BROS.
PURE HORSE RADISH

General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

Full of Jov and Full of Tears

Durkee's and
Yackt Club Salad
Dressing

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

,.

6J4 Lincoln Avenue

COFFEE

We are satisfied No, not with our Coffee Business. We are satisf
of all the COFFEE which cornea to Las Vethat we sell
s
of
us. We ought to sell
not
does
but
that
satisfy
gas;
it, because
We represent Chase & Sanborn's Famous Boston Coffee
undoubtedly the finest line in America.
In a great many stores you can't know; where their, coffee comes
from, because even the merchants don' know. 'Theyr ,biy from any
old Jobber and the Jobber buys where Ae. eaa"buy She eheaflest
fied

one-hal-

CHASE

(St

The Hermit club of Las Vegas is
no more; At a meeting of the organization held last night in tho
Fraternal Brotherhood lodge rooms
on Fountain Square it was decided
to disband and quit business for good.
Over half of the members of the
of
most
and
club are Elks
the others are contemplating ap
plying for admission in the order.
Since the Elks will soon begin" the
establishment of a club the' Hermits,
believing two social clubs a supjr-fluity- ,
decided to quit. The Hermits
began as the Las Vegas dam of the
Independent Order of Beavers. Late:
that was disbanded and the purely
social organization was formed. Now
tho Hermits have faded Into obscur- ity.
will
entertainment
be given tonight in Normal hall by
the pupils of Miss Mary Ade'ine
Lamb, critic teacher of the fifth and
sixth grades. Stories by the S'ciy
Hour league and an essay contest will
constitute the program. The pupils
will do their work in the carrying
out of the program in just the, same
manner as they do in school. Patrons
and friends of the Normal are invit
ed to attend the entertainment, wh'rh
will begin at 8 o'clock.

For Lobster, Chicken and Other
Also Cold Meats, Lettuce,

Salads

Tomatoes,

1.

etc, etc.

-:-

-

-:-

STEARNS

H.- -

-

Ladies' Tailored
Waists Nicely
Laundered

Unless some lodge or the public in
general takes up the task of making
arrangements for a Decoration day
program the day will not be observed
here this year in the customary man
ner. The old soldiers believe their
numbers are too few to carry on the
aid.
arrangements without outside
Should the customary parade and
speech making be abandoned the
G. A. R. will simply go to the cemetery and recite Its ritual for the day,
after which the graves of departed
comrades will be decorated.
The daice given last night in tho
armory by the Hebrew Ladies Benevolent association was a most enjoyable affair. A large crowd was present, the music was excellent and tho
floor was good. The committees in
charge of the dance had done their
work well, arranging every detail for
the pleasure and comfort of ibe
dancers. The ladies present were the
most prettily gowned company 6f
women tnat nas been gatnerea together in Las Vegas this spring.
The Railroaders have scheduled a
game with the Santa Fe shop boys
at
of Raton for Sundav afternoon
Amusement park. This will be the
opening game of the Santa Fe league
and the fans likely will turn out in
large numbers to witness it. The
Railroaders are a strong aggregation
and expect to do their best to defeat
the boys from Raton. The aggregation,
however, is said to be formidable.
Sunday's game for that reason likely
will be a hotly contested one.

SANBORN

years have served the people of America with such
excellent coffee that their name is known the world over for the superiority of their goods. Coffee and Tea is their business. They are
an exclusive Coffee and Tea house, handle nothing else, think of nothing
else.
Our Coffee Is roasted for us the day it is shipped, put In airtight
packages, then into airtight cans for shipment, hence it reaches the
customer fresh as if roasted at home.
40

PURE THINGS TO EAT.

For 30 days we will sell $5.00
Irons for $4.00. O'Malley's.

YOU SHOULD PLANT ANOTHER BED OF

WHITE ONION SETS
.

:.-.- t

Every lady who wears a talor-e-d
waist likes the cuffs to be
perfectly laundered.

Send
good

1 Sold Agents for Chase

Sanborn's

r

.

Mala 162,:. Kanoh Phone 276.

"A Square Deal"

How a Young Man Got His Furniture
Here's a true story of a young man. He married a sensible girl a
ago. $15.00 a week was his salary then. (Its
been raised this month to $18.00.)
We helped them select their furnishings. The entire outfit cost
slightly less than $300.00.- You've never seen a cozier, brighter or more
delightful home.
The young man paid us $100.00. We trusted him for the rest. After
that he paid us a few dollars every month. .Now the furniture is all
paid for.

little more than a year

-

.

J. C. JOHNSEN
liet-NSB-

it
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HOOSIERH!TCHEHCAllETS

Screened and Lump Raton Cerrllios

COM L
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fJD WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all

root of M.m

fm

sizes-Ste-

am

Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling
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Q ft ho. m.
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Don't Borrow Yoir
Neighbor's Paper-Subsc- ribe
Today for
&e Optic and Have
One of Your Own

us your and see how
Is.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

iRETAIL PRICES
or More, Each Delivery
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lb..r Each Delivery
to 200 lb.., Each Delivery
Les. Than 50 lb.., Each Delivery

2,000 lb.,
1,000 lbs.
200 lb.,
50 lb.,

Boucher's
Cream Bread

20o per 100 lb.
25o per 100 lb."
30c per 100 lb!

40c per

100

lbs.

50c pep 100 Iba.

AGUA PURA COMPANY

JS known far and

wide for
its purity, wholesomeness
and general excellence. It
is home made bread in every
sense, only a little better
more delicious than the usual kind. .There is not a.
loaf of bread sold over a
counter that can approach
our Cream Bread.

Harvesters,. Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Puritv
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue. Vegas
v

LET US SHOW YOU THE

AMBER i TINT AUTOGLAS
Designed to protect the eye from light, wind
and dust Also other goggles
5

TRY

,

THE GRAAPrAlHAYWOOD
COMPAQ
Coffees and Teas
and

GREENBERGER

You'll like our work on tailored waists.

fin,

Perry Onion & Son

20 Per Cent Discount on
Boys' & Children's Clothing

We are giving particular attention to this kind of work,
and are better prepared for
ironing the cuffs on these
waists. The cuffs are shaped
to fit your wrists, have a fine
finish, and look just right.

Now to have a succession of; those
lender,
young table onions. We haye, some extra fine j sets
now, plump and solid." Two .Quarts for 2$c. rto:yi'
1$

85c
Men's $1.25 Shirts
Men's 75q Shirts r.
45c
$3.00 Boys' Oxfords . $2.25
$2.50 Boys' Oxfords . $1.95

An Interesting

According to an item in the Denver.
Post of last evening, Dr. Jacob S.
Raisin of Las Vegas, will speak in
Masonry of Las Vegas turned out Temple Emanuel in that city this
in full force last night to greet Dr. evening. Temple Emanuel is one of
James H. Wroth of Albuquerque, dis- the largest Jewish parishes in the
trict deputy grand master for New Colorado capital.
Mexico, who was here to pay r.he
local lodge an official visit. The work
Read The Optic. It carries the full
of the first degree was exemplified. Associated
Press report.
After the conclusion of the lodge
meeting a banquet was held. O L.
and
Gregory acted as toaatmaster
called upon several of the Masons
present to make speeches. The affat.
was thoroughly enjoyable. Dr. Wroth
Is one of the most prominent Masons
of New Mexico and has been a member of the craft for many years.

three-fourth-

for more than

379

once.

jLas Vegas Roller Mills

QffS3SUllIO

MAJESTIC RANGES

sold over the bar at

Crow

Fqvj Pay B&y

tf

Always get the best at Nolette's
Old

-
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BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee MaaT'""''

"
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